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Block 20 cont.

A grasp of an object is force-closure if and only if we can exert,
through the set of contacts, arbitrary forces and moments on the object.
So force-closure implies equilibrium exists because zero foc and
moment is spanned. In the reverse direction, w prUV.-tat' a non-
marginal equilibrium grasp is also a force-closure grasp, if it has at

Aleast two point contacts with friction in 2D, or two soft-finger
contacts or three hard-finger contacts in 3D.

* 5iall force-closure grasps can be made stable, by using

either active or passive springs at the contacts. The thesis develom-
a simple relation between the stability and stiffness of the grasp and the

spatial configuration of the virtual springs at the contacts. The stiffness
.(of the grasp depends also on whether the points of contact stick, or
slide without friction on straight or curved surfaces of the object.

The thesis presents fast and simple algorithms for directly con-

structing stable force-closure grasps based on the shape of the
grasped object. The formal framework of force-closure and stable grasps
provides a partial explanation to why we stable grasp objects so easily,
and to why our fingers are better soft than hard.
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The Synthesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasps

by

Van-Duc Nguyen

Abstract

The thesis addresses the problem of synthesizing grasps that are force-closure
and stable. The synthesis of force-closure grasps constructs independent regions of
contact for the fingertips, such that the motion of the grasped object is totally con-
strained. The synthesis of stable grasps constructs virtual springs at the contacts,
such that the grasped object is stable, and has a desired stiffness matrix about its
stable equilibrium.

A grasp on an object is force-closure if and only if we can exert, through the set
of contacts, arbitrary forces and moments on the object. So force-closure implies

equilibrium exists because zero force and moment is spanned. In the reverse direc-

tion, we prove that a non-marginal equilibrium grasp is also a force-closure grasp,
if it has at least two point contacts with friction in 213, or two soft-finger contacts
or three hard-finger contacts in 3D3.

Next, we prove that all force-closure grasps can be made stable, by using either
.44 active or passive springs at the contacts. The thesis develops a simple relation

between the stability and stiffness of the grasp and the spatial configuration of the
virtual springs at the contacts. The stiffness of the grasp depends also on whether
the points of contact stick, or slide without friction on straight or curved surfaces
of the object.

The thesis presents fast and simple algorithms for directly constructing stable
force-closure grasps based on the shape of the grasped object. The formal framew~ork
of force-closure and stable grasps provides a partial explanation to why %%e stably
grasp objects so easily, and to why our fingers are better soft than hard.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor Tom~is Lozano-P~rez
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and

Computer Science
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Notation

0 Origin of the reference frame.
P Point of contact.
e, Edge of contact.
S i Independent region of contact for point P,.
VP Angle between two grasping edges or faces.

Half angle of the friction cone.
C, Local center of curvature.
r, Local radius of curvature.
G (P,,...,P,) Grasp on object.
f (f., fy, f,)7 Force applied on object at 0.

m (m y, m ,m2 )' Moment applied on object about 0.
* (fT,mT)T Wrench applied on object, and resolved at origin 0.

= (,, b, 6,)r Infinitesimal rotation of object about 0.
d (dr, d,d) T Infinitesimal translation of object at 0.
t - (bT dT)T Twist displacement of object resolved at origin 0.

s = (d T, 6 T) T Spatial transpose of twist i.
C< Convex cone, or non-negative combinations of vectors in C.

Wrench convex, or range of forces and moments applied on object.
T <  Twist convex, or range of unconstrained motions of object.
C< U ("< Convex addition of C< and C<.

c< fl C < Intersection of C< and C<.
C <  Dual of convex 2<.

C Sector or range of directions.

k, Stiffness constant of spring k,.
0, Compression of spring k,.
p, p, x k, Moment of linear spring k, about z-axis.
d, p,• k, Distance to point of contact P,, along the line of action of k,.

- k,a, Force of contact exerted by spring k, on object.
k, Direction of force (resp. torque) of linear (resp. angular) spring k,.

Spatial vector representing the line of action of spring k,.

U Potential function of the grasp.
K Stiffness matrix of the grasp.
K Diagonal matrix containing all the stiffness constants k,'s.
S = i!il ... Spatial configuration matrix of the springs.
KS - SKST Stiffness matrix from the spatial configuration of the springs.
KP Stiffness matrix describing the effect of the fingertips sticking.

or sliding without friction on the edges or faces of the object.
K, Stiffness matrix describing the effect of the fingertips

sliding without friction on curved segments of the object.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 How to Grasp an Object?

Robot end effectors have evolved from simple parallel grippers to multi-finger hands
to provide greater flexibility and dexterity in manipulation and assembly operations.
Robot hands come in many shapes, but they all have in common the ability of being
programmed and servoed from a computer. To take full advantage of the dexterity
offered by multi-purpose hands, we need to be able to not only analyze a grasp
but synthesize it. In other words. we would like to construct grasps that have such
features as feasibility, reachability, force-closure, equilibrium. stability, compliance.

* etc...

Feasibility - A grasp is kinematically feasible if there exist joint configura-
tions for the individual fingers, such that the fingertips contact the grasped
object at the desired grasp points.;5

e Reachability - A grasp is reachable if there exist collision-free paths for the 1
fingers from their current configurations to their respective grasp configura-
tions.

* Force-Closure -A grasp on an object is a force-closure grasp if and only if we
can exert, through the set of contacts, arbitrary forces and moments on this
object. Equivalently, any motion of the object is resisted by a contact force,
which means that the object cannot break contact with the fingers without
some non-zero external work.

e Equilibrium - A grasp is in equilibrium if and only if the sum of the forces
and moments acting on the object is zero. There is a balance between Ihe

weight of the object and the contact forces exerted by the fingers.

*Stability -- A grasp is stable if and only if the grasped object is always
p)ulled back to its equilibrium configuration, whenever it is displaced from
this configuration.0



2 The SYnthesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasps

Compliance - A grasp is compliant if the grasped object behaves as a gener-

alized spring, damper, or impedance, in complying with external constraints
such as a hard surface. or in reacting to errors between controlled and actual
state variables, such as position, velocity, or force. Common examples are

generalized springs and dampers.

The thesis addresses the problem of synthesizing grasps that are force-closure,
equilibrium, stable, and compliant. Synthesizing a force-closure grasp is equivalent

to finding places to put the contacts, such that these contacts totally constrain the
motion of the grasped object. Constructing an equilibrium grasp is synthesizing
the forces and moments at the contacts, such that the object is in equilibrium.

Constructing a stable grasp is finding the virtual springs at the contacts, such
that the grasp has a positive definite stiffness matrix. Constructing a compliant
grasp is maping the desired stiffness matrix at the grasped object into the stiffness -

matrices at the fingertips and at the finger joints. The compliance model used is
a generalized spring. The grasped object behaves as though there are independent
linear and angular springs attached at its compliance center.

1.2 Framework and Assumptions

A grasp is defined by a set of contacts. From a force-closure point of view, a
contact is described by either a wrench convex or a twist convex. The wrench
convex captures the range of forces and moments that can be applied through the

contact. The twist convex captures the set of motions that are unrestrained by the
contact. The wrench convexes from the individual contacts are 'added', until we get
the whole space, or the twist convexes are intersected until we get the null space.

The force-closure constraint is formalized by the theory of convexes and the theory

of systems of linear inequalities.

Finding n independent regions of contact for the fingertips is formalized as find-

ing n disjoint wrench convexes, such that any n-tuple of wrenches from these con-
vexes is force-closure. By exploiting the line-based geometry of twists and wrenches,
the independent regions of contact can be constructed based on the shape of the

grasped object. Force-closure grasps on polygons and polyhedra are particularly
simple, especially with friction at the contacts.

Chapter 2 explores the analysis and synthesis of force-closure grasps, in both

2D and 3D. The focus is grasps on polygonal and polyhedral objects. The contacts
between the fingertips and the grasped object are modeled as point contacts with or

without friction in 2D, and as frictionless point contacts, hard-finger or soft-finger

contacts with friction in 3D.

From a stability point of view. each contact is described by a virtual spring. It
can be a linear or an angular spring, or a combination of linear and angular springs.

The virt ual spring captures the passive st iffness at the fingertip and tendons, or the

......

.~ . ~ .. . . . . .
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Introduction

active stiffness control at the finger joints. All the virtual springs are independent,
and their potential functions are added into the potential of the grasp.

Chapter 3 assumes conservation of the grasp potential. So. the fingertips either
stick or slide without friction on the edges or faces of the grasped object. The equi-
librium condition of the grasp is obtained from zeroing the first partial derivatives
of the grasp potential. The second partial derivatives gives the stiffness matrix of
the grasp. This stiffness matrix depends on the spatial configuration of the virtual
springs, and on whether the fingertips stick or slide without friction on the object. -

Chapter 4 explores the effect of slip on force-closure and stability of the grasp.
It shows slip makes grasps become more stable when there is friction. The effect of
slip on curved objects are also analyzed. The model is a set of linear springs sliding
without friction on arcs of circle.

1.3 Examples

Figure 1.1 shows examples of force-closure grasps found by the algorithms. The
independent regions of contact are highlighted with bold segments and circles. The
grasp is force-closure no matter where the finger 'ips are placed in these regions.
This flexibility is of great importance in manipulation since we always have position-
ing errors and many other uncertainties. The first two grasps are 2D grasps: one
with four frictionless point contacts, and one with two point contacts with friction.
The third and fourth grasps are 3D grasps: one with two soft-finger contacts, and
one with three hard-finger contacts with friction. The number of contacts shown
are the minimum number of contacts required for force-closure.

Figure 1.2 shows examples of stable grasps constructed by the algorithms. The
stiffness matrix at the grasped object is mapped into the virtual springs at the
contacts. These virtual springs are responsible for generating restoring forces and
moments whenever the grasped object is displaced from its stable equilibrium.

A Grasp Planner can construct a stable grasp G on a set of n edges or faces as
follows:

* Synthesize a set of grasp points {Pi . , for which the grasp G at these
grasp points is force-closure.

Better yet., we find the optimal set of independent regions of contact
5 . 9,) for the given n grasping edges or faces. The regions are inde-

pendent from each other, in the sense that as long as we pick grasp point P,
in region s, the resulting grasp G P.{P,.... P,} is always force-closure. The
set is optimal in the sense that the set of independent regions has the largest
rniminum radius for the given set of grasping edges or faces. We then pick the
niid point of the region s, as the optimal grasp point P,.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of force-closure grasps found by the synthesis.
The independent regions of contact are highlighted with bold segments and circles.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of stable grasps found by the synthesis.



6 The Synthesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasps

9 Synthesize a corresponding set of virtual springs, such that grasp G is stable.
Each virtual spring has stiffness k, and compression a,,. We prove that the
stiffnesses k,'s and compressions a,0 's of the virtual springs can always be 'e,

chosen so as to make the grasp stable. We can also construct the set of
virtual springs such that the grasp has some desired compliance center andJ.
stiffness matrix.

1.4 Contributions
,? .. ,

The thesis presents a formal framework for analyzing and synthesizing grasps in
both 2D and 3D. Research is done in three areas: force-closure grasps, stable grasps.
and grasps with possible slip at the contacts.

The research on force-closure grasps leads to:

9 Fast and simple algorithms for directly constructing force closure grasps. We
find not only single grasps but the complete set of all force-closure grasps on a
set of edges in 2D (resp. faces in 3D). We can also construct the independent
regions of contact for the finger tips. The construction of the independent
regions of contact is very simple for polygonal and polyhedral objects.

" A representational framework for describing contacts and grasps. A grasp is
described as the combination of individual contacts, which in turn are modeled
as the combination of a few primitive contacts: point contacts without and
with friction in 2D, and frictionless point contacts, hard-finger and soft-finger
contacts in 3D.

" A proof that non-marginal 1 equilibrium grasps are also force-closure grasps. otY"
if each grasp has at least two points contacts with friction in 2D, or two soft-
finger contacts or three hard-finger contacts in 3D. This proof supports a very
simple heuristic for grasping: "Increase friction at the contacts by covering
the finger tips with soft rubber. Then grasp the object on two opposite sides."

The research on stable grasps leads to:

* A proof that all force-closure grasps can be made stable. The algorithm for
constructing stable grasps is both simple and efficient. It costs 0(n) time to
synthesize a. set of n virtual springs such that a given force-closure grasp is
stable.

" A relation between the stability of a grasp and the spatial configuration of
the virtual springs at the contacts. We show that the stiffness matrix K of
the grasp is the sum of two matrices K, and Kp. The matrix Ks depends

An equilibrium grasp is1 no maj ginal if tle for(es of ,w .t point strictly within their respect ,;e

friction (Ones.

4 1
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Introduction

on the spatial configuration of the virtual springs. Es =- SKST. where the
columns of S are the spatial vectors describing the lines of action of the
springs. The geometric relation can be viewed as a similarity transformation
from the stiffnesses at the contacts K to the stiffnesses in the frame of the
grasped object Ks. The stiffness matrix Ks is positive definite if and only if
there are at least three (resp. six) virtual springs with independent spatial
vectors for 2D (resp. 3D) grasps.

A relation between the angular stiffness of the grasp and whether the fingers
stick or slide without friction on the object. We show that the stiffness matrix
Kp depends on whether the finger stick or slide on the straight edges or flat
faces of the object. K, makes outside-in grasps more stable than inside-out
grasps, if the fingers slide without friction on the object. The reverse holds if
there is friction and the fingers stick.

A relation between the position of the compliance center of the grasp and the
lines of action of the linear springs. We show that the compliance center of .
the grasp must be inside a region delimited by the lines of action of the linear
springs. So a placement of the compliance center implies either a relative
orientation of the linear springs, or a placement of the points of contact. or
both.

A brief analysis of slip shows that:

. Virtual springs at the contacts can be synthesized such that the finger tips "
are guaranteed to stick inside their respective grasping edges, after they slip.

" Frictionless grasps remain force-closure and stable for arbitrarily large trans-
lations and for small rotations of the grasped object. Grasps with friction
remain force-closure and stable, as long as the grasped object is in equilib-
rium, with the contact forces pointing strictly inside their respective friction
cones.

" Slip without friction on circular arcs affects the stability of the object. The
stiffness matrix K of the grasp is the sum of Ks and Kc. The stiffness matrix
Ks comes from the spatial configuration of the springs. The matrix K, plays
the role of the position-dependent matrix Kp. It describes the effect of the
fingers slipping on the circular arcs. It is negative (resp. positive) for convex
(resp. concave) arcs.

* Point contacts which stick or slide without friction on straight edges are good
approximations to finger tips slipping without friction respectively on conv,x

. and concave arcs.
,)o*

4j



8 The Synthesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasps

1.5 Other Related Works

Related works can be grouped as follows: JI-

" Feasible and reachable grasps. - Feasibility and reachability problems can be -
solved using the Configuration Space approach (Lozano-P~rez 1983), which
grows the grasped object into a configuration obstacle in higher dimensional
space. and inversely shrinks the fingers into a configuration point. The two ." %
problems become a search respectively for a feasible configuration point, and -
a path to that feasible point, such that the path does not intersect the con-
figuration obstacle (Lozano-Prez 1976, 1983). Related problems are finding
the workspace of the hand and fingers, and finding the forward and inverse
kinematics of the fingers (Paul 1981, Chiu 1985).

" Force-closure grasps - Force-closure and total freedom capture the main con-
straint between the fingers and the grasped object. Ohwovoriole analyzed the
geometry of the different repelling screw systems, and use the results to an-
alyze systems of contacting bodies such as an object grasped by a set of fin- '-

gers, or a pin being inserted into a hole (Ohwovoriole 1980, 1984). Related to
force-closure are the notion of degree of freedom (Bottema and Roth 1979),
(Hunt 1978), and the solution of systems of linear inequalities (Kuhn and
Tucker 1956).

" Form-closure grasps - A grasp is form-closure if the grasped object is totally
constrained by the set of contacts, irrespective of the magnitude of the contact
forces. A 2D grasp can be force-closure with two point contacts with friction.
Translations of the object tangential to the contact normals are resisted by
frictional forces. The magnitude of this resistance depends on the magnitude
of the normal contact forces. In a form-closure grasp, the constraints on the
object comes only from geometry of the contacts. Reuleaux (1875) proved
that a 2D grasp needs at least four point contacts for form-closure. Lakshmi-
narayana (1978) showed that a 3D grasp needs at least seven point contacts.
Form-closure can be viewed as force-closure with frictionless contacts oniy.

" Equilibrium grasps - There are many works on analyzing the equilibrium
of forces in a grasp with different types of contact (Salisbury 1982). with
flexible contacts (Cutkosky 1984), or with friction (Abel, Holzmann and Mc-
Carthy 1985). Finding a good grasp is often formalized as a search of the
space of all grasps with some goal function, such as optimum for internal
forces (Kerr 1984), or security of grasp (.Jameson 1985).

" Stable grasps - A stable prehension of a planar hand on a pol~gon can be
found by centering the hand on the center of mass. and check for grasps that
are stable Ni0h respect to rotation, then stable with respect to translation
(Ilanafusa and Asada 1977). (.\ada 1979). Baker. Fortune, and (;rosse (I) ,
proved that stable grasps on a convex polygon exist. anT( presented efi(ient
a gorithrn- tiit require no incrern ntal search.

%. ,
p. ,r.%0
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9 Compliant grasps - We can have active stiffness control of the fingers and
the grasped object by using the Grip and Jacobian matrices as in (Salisbury
and Craig 1981), (Salisbury 1984, 1982), or build in some proximity damp-
ing as in (Jacobsen, Wood, Knutti and Biggers 1984, 1985). Grasps can be
achieved easily with active compliance and bounded slip at the fingers as in
(Fearing 1984), or by exploiting the friction and passive compliance of the
object with the fingers and the environment as in (Mason 1982, Brost 1986).
Grasping a peg and inserting it into a hole is currently done best with a passive
compliance wrist known as the Remote Center of Compliance (Whitney 1982).

This thesis is different from previous work on grasping in that it emphasizes the
synthesis rather than the analysis of grasps.

.
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Chapter 2

* Constructing Force-Closure Grasps

2.1 Where Should the Fingertips Be Placed?

Grasping an object is exerting force and moment on the object, to move it or to keep
it in stable equilibrium. Grasping is also constraining the motion of the object by
a set of contacts. These two descriptions are dual of each other. They correspond
respectively to a force-closure grasp and to zero total freedom of the object. A grasp
on an object is force-closure if and only if we can exert, through the set of contacts,
arbitrary force and moment on this object. Equivalently, any motion of the object
is resisted by a contact force. The object cannot break contact with the fingertips
without some non-zero external work.

The forward problem is to analyze whether a grasp, defined by a set of contacts,
is force-closure or not. The reverse problem is to find places to put the fingertips,
such that the grasp is force-closure. The synthesis method we develop finds large
independent regions of contact for the fingertips. We'll explore the analysis and
the synthesis of force-closure grasps, in both 2D and 3D. The focus will be grasps
on polygonal and polyhedral objects. Extension to grasps on curved objects is also
disc ussed.

In 2D. grasped objects are arbitrary polygons. The contacts between the finger- 4

* tips and the grasped object are modeled as point contacts with or without friction.
* In 3D), grasped objects are arbitrary polyhedra. The fingertip contacts are modeled

as frictionless point contacts, hard-finger contacts, or soft-finger contacts.

Figure 2.1 shows examples of force-closure grasps in 2D and 3D. The independent
regions of contact for t he fingertips are highlighted by bold segments and circles.
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12 The Syithesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasp-,,

2.2 Background Theory of Twists and Wrenches

The instantaneous motion of an object is described by a twist. A twist is a spatial
vector which captures the angular and linear displacements of the object. A wrench
describes the force and moment exerted by a contact on the object. Twists and
wrenches are represented in PlIcker coordinates. I?

The following mechanics review looks at Plficker line coordinates, virtual work.
total freedom, and dual subsystems of twists and wrenches in 2D and 3D. A math-
ematics review looks at systems of linear inequalities, at convexes and operations
on convexes: convex addition. intersection and dual. For more extensive materi-
als on these topics. the reader is referred to (Featherstone 1983, 1984), (Ball 1900).
(Ohwovoriohle 1980. 1984). (Kuhn and Tucker 1956), and (Lakshminarayana 1978).

2.2.1 Plicker Line Coordinates

A general spatial vector is the sum of a line vector and a free vector. A line vector
has a magnitude and a line of action, whereas a free vector has magnitude and
direction only. In rigid body mechanics, line vectors represent quantities like force
and rotation. which have a definite line of action. The line of action is respectively
the line of force and the axis of rotation. Free vectors describe quantities like torque
and translation, which are invariant respective to the point of application.

A free vector is a spatial vector with zero upper part. For example. a translation
d iS represented in Plicker coordinates by the following translational twist:[~]
The notation is borro%-ed from (Featherstone 1984). to denote a 6-dimensional
spatial vector.

A line vector is a spatial vector with both upper and lower parts, called Plucker
vectors. The upper part represents the magnitude and direction of the vector. The
lower part represents the moment of the vector about the origin of the reference
frame. Concretely, a line vector i is represented as:

SI
S-.

SY (2.1)

r'ls 2  - rz'v s"J
rysz r,

.s z ,-

1, Ii,,rt, r I - a Vt or from the origin ' th, refero.lic, fram e o anN p)oiIt oil th. iI -.-

,f- ;tc: , (A r -or ,xarrl le. i r(1,Iioon h ah))wl fil l i1\i' .i \ Ij 1 1 I l:'

.~ . ..... ........ •. . . ... -. ."-,
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following twist in Placker coordinates: .

r = ' (2.2).,

6 is the rotation vector, whose normalized vector is the direction of the axis of
rotation A, and whose magnitude is the equivalent angle of rotation. r is a vector
from the origin of the reference frame to any point on the axis of rotation A..
We recognize the upper and lower parts of the twist as the angular and linear

displacements of the origin of the reference frame.

Only instantaneous and infinitesimal twists can be composed and resolved like
vectors. The composition of finite twists is in general non-commutative. Finite
twists are commonly represented by transformation matrices (Paul 1981), and these
are composed by matrix multiplications. From now on, a twist will be written as

= (T, dT)T to designate an infinitesimal displacement of the object.

A force f is a line vector which is represented in Plfcker coordinates by the
following wrench:

W = rfJ (2.3)

The upper and lower parts of the wrench are respectively the equivalent force going
through the origin of the reference frame, and the moment of the force f about the
origin. Wrench w can be written as the sum of a line vector and a free vector:

of r + 0 f

The same force f has a different wrench when its line of action is tr-mslated to the
origin. By representing the contact forces and the motion of the grasped object in
Plucker coordinates, we make explicit the line-based geometry of the domain.

2.2.2 Virtual Work and Total Freedom
A twist and a wrench are related by a spatial scalar product which describes the
virtual work done by the wrench against the infinitesimal twist (Featherstone 1984). '
The virtual work is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1 The virtual work of a wrench V = (fT,mT)r against an infinites-
imal twist displacement b (T ,d T) T is the sum of the virtual work due separately
to the linear and angular components:

f' - f d - m- • (2.4)

RWe can define the virtual work as a scalar multiplication of the wrench VV with
the spatial transpose of the twist i, denoted is:

Vv- [f] . J
f."4M
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Figure 2.2: Total freedom of a box lying on a frictionless plane.

The spatial transpose of twist i = (6 T,dT) T is the t.',st s (dT, b T)T with the ,'_
upper and lower parts permuted. -5

The concept of total freedom (Ohwovoriole 1980) emerges from the sign of the
virtual work. We'd like to know not only the degrees of freedom of the object, but
also whether and when the object breaks contact or pushes against the other bodies
contacting it.

Definition 2.2 (Ohwovor'iole 1980) A twist i and a wrench w are reciprocal to
each other if and only if their virtual work is zero. The pair (i, *) is repelling
(resp. contrary) if and only if their virtual work is strictly positive (resp. negative).

Let W be a set of wrenches acting on an object. The set of twists reciprocal to W
,s represented as linear combinations of n linearly independent twists. The object is
said to have n degrees of freedom. .

Similarly, the set of twists reciprocal or repelling to W is represented by non-
negative combinations of non-zero twists. These twists form a convex basis which
describes the total freedom ol the object.

A reciprocal twist corresponds to a degree of freedom in the system. For exam-
pie. look at the box in Figure 2.2. The box lies on a frictionless horizontal plane.
It has a reciprocal rotational twist about any vertical axis. In other words, it can %

freely rotate about any vertical axis, and therefore has one degree of freedom. The
box can also translate in the plane, and so has two other degrees of freedom.

':4

. , . . . . + - . . . .. -° + .- ' .' -. " • ." • , " ,a , . " " ." ," - -, " -- "" " " " " " '-.' '. " ". ' .' . " -' -" -j - '. " "" .'' '- ,
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The above three degrees of freedom do not completely describe Ihe set of 11iot-
possible to the object. For example, the box can be raised from the plane and
break contact. This half-free motion is different from the usual concept of degree of
freedom in that it is unisense. The upward motion is a twist repelling to the contact !
force exerted by the plane onto the box. The downward motion is a twist contrary
to this contact force. Note that the plane will oppose the downward motion with
an upward reaction force, resulting in a negative virtual work. Finally, the box can
rotate about two horizontal axes, provided that the box does not enter the plane.
These two rotations define two other unconstrained motions. The box has three
degrees of freedom. but its total freedom or range of unconstrained motions is much
larger.

2.2.3 Convexes and Operations on Convexes

In grasping, the goal is to have force closure, or to fully constrain the motion of the
grasped object with a set of finger contacts. Through each contact. we can exert
a range of forces and moments, represented by a wrench convex. Just as many
contacts are combined to form a grasp, man), wrench convexes are "added" until
their sum spans the whole space, or until we have force closure. Each contact can
also be described by a twist convex. The twist convexes are intersected until we get
the null space, or until the grasped object has zero total freedom. Let's first define
convexes and three operations on convexes: convex addition, intersection, and dual.

Definition 2.3 Let C be a non-empty set of vectors. 1"e define by convex C<, the
set of all non-negative combinations of vectors in C, formally:

C< - {, g, ai>0, ,,C (2.5)

The vectors 9, in C are called generating vectors of the convex C < . .A convex is

polyhedral when the set of generating vectors is finite.

.4 convex is null when it contains only the zero vector. A convex is total when
it is the entire space.

The convexes just defined are open-ended sets. They are also called convex
cones (Goldman and Tucker 1956) to differentiate them from convex sets, such as
convex polygons and polyhedra. An example of a convex is the friction cone in the
plane, Figure 2.3. The range of forces inside the friction cone can be represented
as the set of all positive combinations of the two extreme rays of the friction cone.
So, a 2D friction cone can be represented by a two-wrench convex. The friction
cone is no longer a polyhedral convex in 31). because the set of generating vectors
is infinite.

Definition 2.4 Let C l< , C'2 be two convexes. The convex addition of(2 and (

denoted C U C( . is the least convex that contains both C; and (. Formally:

(,''- U C { S osi- 3s2 .,T
o 0. 3 0, s 1  C' , 2 .

A17 r . . . . . .r C d
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Figure 2.3: A 2D friction cone is represented by a two-wrench convex.

Convex addition 1 is also known as the Minkowski sum. Convex addition is used

to combine wrench convexes from the various contacts on the grasped object. For
example, each point contact with friction in the plane gives a two-wrench convex,

Figure 2.3. A grasp with two point contacts with friction has a wrench convex
which is the Minkowski sum of the two convexes, describing the friction cones at

the two points of contact. From the above equation, the resulting convex can be

generated by the four wrenches, each is a force along an edge of the two friction
cones. The convex sum of polyhedral convexes can be represented by the union of

the generating vectors, except that the concatenated set of generating vectors may
not be minimal.

Convexes are closed under convex addition and intersection. The intersection of
two convexes is defined as follows:%

Definition 2.5 Let C< , C"- be two convexes. The intersection of C"< and C",
denoted cl fl c2< is the largest convex insi'de btoth C"- and C"<. Formally:

C<fC S C, C 2  (2.7)

Twi-st and wrench convexes are duals of each other. The dual operation on twist
or wrench convexes is defined as follows:

(onvex addition i not set uflofl. W~e borrow the oni ont IgI U to em phasize the d uality A the

4 'IVOX add it ion and the <.-t intersect ion (J t% r-o iivext, i(,,(ted nl

% %
% oPO
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Definition 2.6 Let C< be a twist or wrench convex. The dual of C", deTolr.d
. C<, is the convex of vectors that are either reciprocal or repelling to all the vector's

in C<. Formally:

C< = Cr S > 01 (2.8)

where C is the matrix whose columns are generating vectors of the convex C<.

One use of the dual operation is to calculate the twist convex T< which describes
the total freedom of an object. Solving for the twist convex is equivalent to solving
the following system of linear inequalities:

wrTs > 0 (2.9)

where i S is the spatial transpose of the unknown twist, and each column of matrix
W is a generating wrench of W<. The product of t s and the ith row of W T gives
the virtual work of twist i against wrench *, of W. This virtual work must be
either zero or positive. Similarly for all other rows.

The duality between twists and wrenches allows us to compute in the wrench-
space and deduce equivalent result in the twist-space, and vice versa. See Figure 2.5.
The following Lemma summarizes important facts about the dual operation, the
convex addition and intersection of twist and wrench convexes. For a proof see
(Goldman and Tucker 1956).

Lemma 2.1 Let W<, T< be respectively a wrench and a twist convex. Let C< be
either a wrench or twist convex.

1. C< C <

2. W< T< • T< W <

3. c < f nc< = null space ; C < U C< x total space

4. C< = C< if and only if C< :C< (2.10)

6. c,< n < =c < u c
6. u cU C< c¢ n c<

2.2.4 Dual Subsystems

We have seen that twists and wrenches form dual systems. In planar mechanics, a
twist can he represented by a 3-dimensional spatial vector as follows:

[531, (2.11)t d,

. . . . .• _.. .



18 The Synthesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasps

6 is the infinitesimal rotation about the z-axis, and (d,,d.) is the infinitesimal
translation of the origin in the xy-plane. Similarly, a planar wrench can be repre-
sented by:

(2.12)

where (f.,,fy) are the two force-direction components in the xy-plane, and m. is
the moment component about the z-axis.

In this 3-dimensional space, we can identify two pairs of subspaces which form
interesting dual subsystems:

" The space of xy-translations, and its dual which is the space of all force
directions in the xy-plane.

" The space of pure moments or torques about the z-axis, and its dual which is
the space of clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations about the z-axis.

It is well known that any planar motion can be decomposed uniquely into a trans-
lation and a rotation about the origin. So, the space of clockwise and counter-
clockwise rotations, and the space of ry-translations are two independent subspaces
of the space of planar twists. Similarly, the space of torques and the space of force
directions are two independent subspaces of the space of planar wrenches.

Force closure for these two pairs is very simple for polygonal objects. Edges of a
polygonal object have constant normals, so force-direction closure becomes a simple
test of the angles between the edge normals. Only torque closure depends on the
position of the points of contact on the grasping edges. The same observations hold
for polyhedral objects in 3D. wd'.

N5:[

S
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2.3 Force-Closure Grasps in 2D

2.3.1 Representing Contacts and Grasps

Primitive Contacts

Figure 2.4 depicts the different types of planar contacts. The first column describes

the physical contact with the finger on top and the grasped object below it. The
second and third columns describe respectively the wrench convex, representing the
range of forces that can be applied to the object, and the twist convex, representing
the total freedom of the object. Each convex is represented by a minimal set of
generating vectors. The twist convex is computed by taking the dual of the wrench
convex.

a. Frictionless point contact - We can apply only a single pure force, normal to
the segment, through a frictionless point contact. The wrench convex has a single
wrench. The twist convex has three twists: a rotation about the point of contact,
a translation along the edge of the object, and an unisense downward translation
which breaks contact with the finger. This downward translation is a repelling twist
whereas the first two twists are reciprocal ones.

b. Point contact with friction - The friction cone at the point of contact shows
°p. the range of pure force that can be applied through the point contact. The wrench

convex has two wrenches which are along the two extreme rays of the friction ,%
cone. Any force pointing inside this friction cone can be written uniquely as a
positive combination of the these two wrenches. The twist convex has two unisense
translations, each reciprocal to one wrench and repelling to the other. It also has a
free rotation about the point of contact as above.

c, d. Edge contact with 'without friction - It is well known that. for rigid ob-
jects, any force distribution along the segment of contact is equivalent to a unique
force at some point inside the segment. This unique force is mathematically the pos-
itive combination of two ranges of force at the two ends of the segment of contact.
Specifically. the wrench convex of an edge contact with/without friction is equiv-
alent to the convex sum of two wrench convexes, each represents a point contact
with/without friction at one end of the edge of contact.

e. Soft finger contact - From a force closure point of view, a soft finger contact-
ing an edge is the same as an edge contact with friction. The pressure distribution
is irrelevant to our current focus, which is concerned with whether the object can be

% constrained with the given contacts, rather than how much force should the fingers
apply to the object.

A soft finger becomes more useful when it contacts on the inside or outside of
a corner. Figure 2.4.e shows a soft finger contacting on the outside of a corner.
The wrench convex is the convex addition of two convexes, each describes the edge
contact with friction on one side of the corner. The object can on ly break contact
by sliding downward.

.5
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People tend to grasp at the edges and corners if there is no reachable pair of
. parallel faces. Why? One among many plausible answers is the availability of a

larger wrench convex, which means not a more stable grasp but a greater abilitx 'V

to constrain and move the object, by applying necessary forces through the soft
contacts. A soft contact pressing at a vertex can be approximated as a point
contact with a much larger friction cone. So a grasp with two soft contacts is better
than a grasp with two point contacts with friction.

Gravity is not a contact, but it does play a role in constraining the total freedom
of the object. For example, the box of Figure 2.2 is immobile on the table because

the force of gravity is holding it down to the table. We can view the box as being
," grasped. or more exactly constrained, by two contacts: a plane contact between the

*" bottom of the box and the table, and an imaginary point contact at the center of
gravity of the box. Gravity is useful in this case, because without gravity the box
can freely float upwards!

We conclude that point contacts without and with friction are the two primitive
contact types. A contact over a finite segment is the combination of all point

contacts over this segment. This infinite set of point contacts is the convex sum of
two point contacts at the two ends if the segment is straight. The straight sgment
is a convex set, whereas the wrench convex is a convex cone. The description of a

contact over a finite segment is split into two independent parts: a convex set for
the point contact, and a convex cone for the range of force directions. This propert..
applies only to polygonal and polyhedral objects.

Dual Representations For Grasps

Twist and wrench convexes are two dual representations for contacts. We can add
wrench convexes from all the contacts or intersect the corresponding twist con exe-
to find the resulting wrench or twist convex of the grasp. We have here two dual
view points:

* A constraint view point. -- Wrench convex describes the set of forces and rin-

ments which constrain the object. A total wrench convex Means we can arbitrarill.
apply any force and moment on the object, and so we can grasp it. instantaneously
rotate or translate it in any way we want.

e A freedom view point. - Twist convex describes the total freedom of the

object. A total twist convex zieans the object (an frvvl\ mo\e relative to the linger .

A null twist conv ex means the object cannot break (ontact without external \\ork

against the contact forces exerted by the fingers.

Which representation, twist or wrench convexes, is better.' Ior planning grasps.

wrench convexes are definitelv more efficien t since generating \ renc i(,S can Ibe de-

duped readily from the type of contact, and we can ut take Ifc union of all I,
gerierating wrei(he- to descri be the grasp (Figure 2. 2-) The twist con vev re;pre.,c

tation) is more, efficient for describing 1he total freedoim at the f'1) l effeclr- of nke,,

riiidripulator, . The infiriites.iral rmw ions an(] the \vlo( iti ie- of !lu entd (ATQ( d'ii
'U
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Figure 2.5: Duality between twist and wrench spaces. I

to each joint are 'added'. The end effector can have arbitrary motion if the twist ":convexes of all the joints 'add up' to a total convex.'

2.3.2 Resisting Translation and Rotation ..

The force closure problem can be formulated as solving a system of linear inequal-
ities:

w ri s  > 0 (2.13) '.''

where the columns of W are generating wrenches collected from all the contactsL.,
of the grasp. We can design a generate- and- test algorithm which enumerates all
the possible grasps, and test each grasp by solving t.he above system of linear in-
equalities. We get a force-closure grasp if and only if there is no non-zero solution ."'
to the above sysem, i.e. zero total freedom. There are two main objections to.'.,
this scheme: first, the set of possible grasps is infinite; second. the grasp synthesis ,

uses an analytical formulation which does not exploit the geometry of the domain.
Polygonal objects have straight edges; contacts on straight edges have wrench con- .. ;
vexes which can be split Into pos it ion-depen dent and position-independent parts. A

"% 
°

for(e (resp. infinitesimal rotation) is a line vector while a torque (resp. infinitesinial""'
translation) is a free vector which does not depend on the point of contact. O)ur ....
key contribution is to make the force-closure constraint explicit for polygonal and
polyh e-dral objects. -"=

.."..-
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Figure 2.6: A geometrical view of force-direction closure. "'
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Force-Direction Closure With Planar Forces

When can a grasp resists arbitrary planar translation of the object? Informally, the

contact forces of the grasp must have directions that span the space of all directions

in the plane, Figure 2.6. Formally:

Theorem 2.1 A set of wrenches W can generate force in any direction if and only

if there eists a three-tuple of wrenches (* 1,*2,* 3 ) whose respective force directions

f 1-f 2. f 3  satisfy:

" Two of the three directions f1 ,f 2 ,f 3 are independent.

* A strictly positive combination of the three directions is zero.

ofI - 3f2 - -" f3  - 0"'

The first (resp. second) condition corresponds to no homogeneous (resp. par-

ticular) solutions to the system WTis 0, where twist t = (O,d,.d,) is an

infinitesimal translation of the object. For detailed proofs the reader is referred to

AppendiN Al1. Theorem 2.1 can be captured in a more suggestive and compact

wvay as follows:

Corollary 2.1 .4 set of wrenches i can generate forces in any arbitrary direrti ur

if and only if there exists a three-tuple of force-direction rectors 1f, f., f3 ) uho.se cid

porirts drau a nionzero triangle that includes the:r common startiny poirt.

. .. .
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W11

*12

P12'
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rotationgur ofte2be .7 h frctonmetweenl te otating cojeadisspotn

axis will create a torque which resists any clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation

of the object. Unfortunately, in most grasp configurations, we have only point "r
ron'acts, and through a point contact, a finger can exert only a pure force on the
object and not torque. The more interesting problem is to achieve torque closure
with only pure forces.

Theorem 2.2 A set of planar forces W can generate clockwise and count er-
rlockwise torques if and onlyd if there exists a four-tuple of forces w.W 4

'Uch that:

*Three of the fo ur forces hare line,, of action that do not intersect at a common
pu,7 o (it infinity

* Le, fl. . f 4  be the force dirertioris ofw %ii. , . Let pl, (resp P.14) be the
;'1?t , ,,re tho, lmr~s of action of w and Vv (rresp. 3 . and% 4 titer~ect. There
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exist a,f, ,y.6 all greater than zero, such that:

P34 - P12 -(af 1 I 3f 2) %

-~-f 3 6 6f')

The first (resp. second) condition corresponds to no homogenous (resp. particu-
lar) solutions to system W T i I > 0, where twist t (6,,d,.dy)T is an infinitesimal

rotation of the object. For detailed proofs the reader is referred to Appendix A.2.

Theorem 2.2 can be formulated in more geometrical terms as follows:

Corollary 2.2 A set of planar forces W can generate clockwise and counter-

clockwise torques if and only if there exists a four-tuple of forces (*r 1 , "r 2 ,W 3 ,wV 4 )

such that the segment P1 2P34, or P34 P 2 , points out of and into the 2 cones C,
C<, formed by the two pairs (*.,, 2), and (W 3,* 4 ).

From Figure 2.7, the reader can check for torque closure in the plane by drawing
a quadrilateral delimiting the overlapping region of the two cones C <:, C . From

this quadrilateral, he can generate clockwise and counter-clockwise torques from

positive combinations of the four pure forces.

2.3.3 Finding All Force Closure Grasps

Theorem 2.3 Let G be a planar grasp described by the set of wrenches 1W'. Let's

denote by W< the wrench convex spanned by W, and by T< the twist convex recip-

rocal or repelling to 14'. The following clauses are equivalent:

1. G is a force closure grasp.

2. IV can generate force with arbitrary direction, and moment.

W<  oc 'f 7 ,f,m~i

.9. There is neither translational nor rotational twist that is free, or that breaks
contact u'ith ;.

Yc T 0 6,.d ,dY

We know from Section 2.2.4 that the convex addition of the convex of all force

directions ic 'frfu and the convex of all torques x rnz. is the convex of all pla-
nar forces x f,,f,m . So. from the above theorer, the necessary and sufficient

condition for force closure is contained in both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. If we assume

that through any contact we can only exert force and not torque. then Theorem 2.2

~ u rues Theorem 2.1. A translation can he viewed as a rotation with point of
rot ation at the infinitv. So. if there is no free rotation for the grasped object con-

frained b\ a set of conlact forces, then there exists also no free translation. ThusV ,,rollar 2.2 de,( ribcs the geometrical necessary ani tiffi ient condition for force

losure \ Ith planar force, (dl\.

0. .

% % %I
N.. . S 20. . . . . . . .. f
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c 1 2~1 1l-C3411

P4'

Figure 2 S: Finding frictionles, grasps on four edges.
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Grasps on Two Edges Require Friction

Corollary 2.3 Two point contacts with friction at P and Q form a force closure
grasp if and only if the segment PQ, or QP, points strictly into and out of the two
friction cones respectively at P and Q.

Proof: This is a well known fact of planar mechanics. Let's however prove the
above corollary using a reduction from a grasp with 2 point contacts with friction
to a grasp with 4 point contacts without friction. A friction cone at P (resp. Q)
is equivalent to two forces *.'2 (resp. w 3,w 4 ) along the edge of friction cone
and going through P (resp. Q), Figure 2.9. We recognize that point P (resp. Q)
is nothing more than the point P12 (resp. P34). So the above corollary is a special
case of Corollary 2.2. n

Now, let's find the set of possible grasps from two edges el, and e2. Since the
point of contact P, (resp. Q), must lie on edge el, (resp. e2), the parallelogram
17 2, (resp. H34) reduces to the edge el. (resp. e2). The construction of the set of
grasps from two edges el,e 2 is similar to the construction given in Algorithm 2.1.

Lemma 2.3 The set of all possible grasps with friction on two edges ei, e2, denoted
,(eI, e,), is completely described by the two edges el, e,, and the counter-orerlapping
sector C n fl -C2 of the two friction cones resp. from edge el and e2 .

By definition, a force-closure grasp is a set of contacts which allows us to exert
arbitrary force and moment on the object by pushing at the contacts. So. we can
exert zero force and moment, i.e. have an equilibrium grasp. In the other direction.
it turns out that most equilibrium grasps with point contacts with friction are also
force-c losure grasps:

Corollary 2.4 Let G be a grasp with at least two distinct point contacts with fric-
tion. G Is a force closure grasp if it is an equilibrium grasp, and has contact forces
pointing strictly uithin their friction cones.

Proof: The two friction cones gives three lines of force which are not all par-
allel because the friction cones are not null. These three lines of forces do not all
intersect at the same point because the two points of contact are distinct. So. we
have three planar wrenches with independent spatial vectors. The set of contact
wrenches is also force closure, or vector closure. 2 if there exists a strictly positive
co- iliriation of four contact wrenches that results in the zero vrench. or equilib-

,, ru ni,, . The (oeffcients of ihe contact wrenches must be stri( I positive. i.e. the
(Irta ftrf- rnust po;. t Iritly inside their respect ive fritI on CO)es. -

!lI( dws a -oft finger ,onlact rorrpare withl a poilt Con'it I with friction9 Due
t) h ! ir i.-Ir( segr ent, a sofl finger I l tig ari edge gi\ (, u., a range of friction

,I.' , .. 1 Ii, l ire O l.,ow . "IIh.,,, i, 2 1i ht ' I, ' t m i > T ,i ,,' n 2 1 andI -
S""2 1 1

-'-"" , " . -" -'.,'.' " " ,' -' "." 'i -" ",' '.' -'i .': ',' " -? . . . . - '. , ,'. .'.' - ' - " " . ' -. - ,'. . . . , ,' ,' ", " . .' . • . . --,
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Grasps With Frictionless Contacts .%

Algorithm 2.1 A force closure grasp between four edges e .  e 4 can be con- ,_

structed as follows:
1. Pair up two edges el,e 2 against e3 ,e 4 such that the two sectors C12, C34 are

non null. By sector C12 , we denote the smallest sector between the normals -ni,

2. Check that the two sectors C1 2 , C34 counter-overlap, i.e: 5. A.

C "12 f-C 34  0 (2.14)

3. Find the parallelogram 1712 by intersecting the two infinite bands perpendicular

to and containing the edges el and e2. Parallelogram 112 is the locus of points P 2 ,

where the lines of force of * 1 , * 2 intersect. Similarly, we find the parallelogram 1134

which represents the locus of points P3 4 where lines of force of '*. 3 , 4 intersect.

4. Pick two points P12 , P3 4 respectively from the parallelograms 1112, 1734, such

that the direction of the line joining P]2 and P3 4 is in the counter-overlapping sector

C n C f -C 3 4. . .'-'

5. From point P12 , backproject along the normal n,, (resp. "2), to find the grasp
point P,, (resp. P2 ), on edge el, (resp. e2). Similarly, we find the grasp points Pi, "

and P4 by backprojecting P34 respectively along the normals n 3 ,n.1

6. The four grasp points P1 , P2, P3. P4 found as above form a force closure grasp.:!e:

G(P, P2, P3 , P4) between the four edges.

Lemma 2.2 The set o)" all possible grasps on four edges e... e4, denoted

9 (e . e4), is completely described by the two parallelograms 1712, [134, and the

counter-overlapping sector C = C12 n -C 34.

It is obvious from the construction, and from Corollary 2.2 that the set of grasps

characterized as above is complete for the pairing of edges e, e2 against e3 ,e. The

reader may wonder whether the different pairings in step 1 of the above construction

give different sets of grasps. The answer is No. Different pairings certainly give

different parallelograms and counter-overlapping sectors. However, they all describe

the same set of grasps, This is supported by Lemma A.1 in Appendix A.2. which

says informally that the three pairings are equivalent to each other.

From Corollary 2.1, we must have at least three non-parallel forces to have force-

direction closure. So we need at least four contacts on three non-parallel edges. if

therv , rio friction between the fingers and the grasped object. With two of the four

contacts on the same edge. there are possibly three grasp-sets between three edge, -

1, (e. er. e3 ) . (e1 . e2, e2, e3 ) ,9 (e1, er3  e2. e3). The )rot)lein reduces I, 'a.

011C of finding grasp sets between four edges. From Section 2.3.1. we can replac, ,. .

,w() frictionless point contacts on the common edge with a frict ionless edge cOuT,1c0.

IL ] good illustration of how we can grasp a same object with fewer finger, !'v

'I-1ing(,dg. (ut iir(t- in tead of point contacts.

-7..'.:..,.....-....-..-.-........-.:...-......-............. . ........-...-..............-....,.......-,3,,,:-.. -.- ,.:.:....'...............
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Figure 2.9: Finding gra-sps with friction on two edges.
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cone., instead of a single friction cone (Figure 2.4.e). A more interesting comparison
is to compare the range of force directions when the soft-finger contacts a vertex.
A soft finger contacting at a vertex can be approximated as a point contact with
a much wider friction cone. From Corollary 2.3, we have seen that the larger
the friction cones at the points of contacts, the greater is the likelihood that they I ".r

counteroverlap, or that the grasp is force closure. So a soft finger gives us more
flexibility than a point contact with friction. This partially explains why people
grasp objects at edges and corners, and also why the contacting surface of human

fingers had better be soft than hard like the finger nails.

2.3.4 Finding Independent Regions of Contact

Independent Regions For Two Point Contacts With Friction

In task planning, we are interested in finding grasps that require as little accuracy
as possible. One aspect of that goal is to have grasps such that the fingers can be
positioned independently from each other, not at discrete points, but within large
regions of the edges.

Corollary 2.3 allows us to cast the problem of finding the independent regions
of contact on two edges into a problem of fitting a two-sided cone cutting these two
edges into two segments of largest minimum length. Figure 2.10.

Definition 2.7 A two-sided cone C (I, C) with vertex I and sector C, is the set
of points P such that the segment IP has orientation inside C.

Algorithm 2.2 The independent regions of contact on two edges el and e, can be
constructed as follows:

1. Find the two-sided cone C (I,, -C) that cuts all of edge el and very little or
none of edge e2 . 14'e get a triangle L1 formed by edge el and vertex I,. This triangle
represents the set of vertices I, where the two-sided cone C r (I, eC) monotonically
cuts larger segment el and smaller segment e2 as we move from edge el to e 2. Sim-

ilarly, we find the two-sided cone C (12, ±C) such that this later cuts exactly the
edge e2 and very little or none of edge el. We get a triangle 12 formed by edge e2

and vertex I."

2. Find the trade-off region for vertex I by intersecting the triangle 1 with L2.

The trade-off region describes the locus of vertex I, for which the two-sided cone
(' C) cuts both edges el and C2 into segments e'1 and e2. The length of the

idrpe ,dent segmerts e', and e!2 is proportional to the distance from vertex I of the
tio-,ided cone to the respective edges.

Y. It r ct the tradt-off region With the bisector of the two edges el, and e2 . The .

ito r ,rtoet i ., the loru s of uertex I for which the fIwo ,egment ell and e' have the .,

* .-ao ~1,?igth. The iipftital ?erter 1" i., (it one of the tio endpoint,, of the interec ng
;? i'Nit, or unijuliere, 'i tqeit, d penrdzr~q on thn aug/f bet wecen the twio edyes.

If yi,, tnt' rmri ttin . rgi't t I. .. the,, ?t.e optlo'al '.0 ,rte. I., the poitrl of the trade-off
rfn o,, (il ' tc h v, niearf,! to th, b,.u frtor.

. . . . . - ] . .. . .

-. -
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C22

Figure 2.10: Finding the independent regions of contact on two edges.

4~. From the optimal vertex I*, the independent regions of contact s, and S2 are
found by cutting the two-sided cone Cx' (I*, ±C) with the grasping edges el and e2.

The computation of the optimum independent regions of contact for two point
contacts with friction on two edges takes about 0.05 seconds. The code is written
in Zeta Lisp, compiled and run on a Symbolics machine.

Independent Regions For Four Frictionless Point Contacts

Using Corollary 2.2, the problem of finding the independent regions of contact on
three or four edges becomes a problem of fitting a two-sided cone between two

parallelograms. Figure 2.11 illustrates the fitting of a two-sided cone between the
two parallelograms H712 and 173. The two-sided cone has vertex at 1. and sector

C C12 fl -C 34. This two-sided cone cuts the two parallelograms 1712 and 17-34

into two disjoint regions, for which Corollary 2.2 is satisfied for any pair of points
(P1 2 , P3 4 ) from these two regions. Better, we restrict the two disjoint regions to two
smaller parallelograms 171'2 and 1H3 4 , so that the point of contact P, (resp. P3) can
be independently placed from P2 (resp. P4). The problem is to find the optimum
position of the vertex I such that the parallelograms 17'2 and I13 have largest
minimurn distance between parallel edges. The independent contact regions are0

.7-t A . .

-. . .
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found bx backprojecting the smaller parallelogram I;, on edges el and e2, sinilarIN
for 17;4. The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 2.2.

As we translate one of the edges of the cone C" (I, C). tie parallelograms
1i1' and 17;4 vary monotonically in opposite directions. This monotonicity allows

us to consider only a finite number of boundary cases. We partition the plane
into regions R,'s depending on how the two-sided cone cuts the parallelogram "712. .
In each region R,, the loci of vertex I. for which I1'.) has constant area. form
parallel lines shown by dashed lines in Figure 2.12. We find ,,imilar regions R,'s and
loci. for parallelogram 1134. The problem then reduces to computing all pairwise * -.-

intersections R, -R,. from the two sets of regions, and for each intersection, compute
the locally optimum vertex I from the two corresponding loci.

The computation of the four optimal independent regions of contact takes about
0.25 seconds on a Symbolics machine.

The synthesis of the four independent regions of contact can be viewed as finding
four convexes C,... .. C4 , such that any 4-tuple of wrenches (VVI. ,4) is vector "'
closure or:

4

Z a,w , rn 0a, .> 0 (2.15)

assuming that three of the four wrenches are always independent. The wrench w,
and the convex Cj correspond respectively to a point contact and a range of point
contacts on edge e,.

The above equation can be rewritten as follows:

(o1 * 1 ) = - (a2 *2  03' 1 ,w,) (2.16)

(as I' W -, I 2 W2) = -(Ct3 *3 C4 04 4 )

which have the following necessary conditions:

1Ce 2 (32 uCu 4 <
(C< J <) n -C < u C< ) $ 0 (2.17) .

By permutating the indexes, we get five other necessary conditions:

(C< )  -(c< 'j c0 c<) , 0

(Cf) -(C C c, ,3>) < C ( 2C1<

(C' C<) -(c11 'C;) C ( 4 0
:'-(Cj~ ~~~ %f (i. ~

The intersection of two convexes generally gives a smaller convex, so the above
necessary conditions restrict the edges Cl.  e4 into smaller segments . .

Thes segments represent the independent regions of contact if their ( orvexes are

also disjoint.

-. .P F -. .l* -. ~ F.~J ...
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In a plane, two non parallel lines always intersect. This is why C C;' can be
geometrically represented by point P12 and the sector C12. The geometric represen-
tation is exact, because it captures all the strictly positive combinations of vectors in
C < and C'< . The fitting of the two-sided cone in between the two parallelelogramrs
112 and 1734, captures the operation (C< -J C< ) -(C < - C <). The enumer-
ation of the regions R, s and R,'s and the pairwise intersection of these regions.
R, -R, is just a geometric construction of the optimum set of four disjoint con-
vexes that satisfy the above seven necessary conditions. The geometric construction ,%

makes explicit the location of the points of contact. The number of intersections to
test is exponential in the number of convexes, or the minimum number of required
contacts, c. So the optimal set of independent regions of contact costs 0( 2 c).

2.3.5 Force-Closure with Redundant Contacts

Redundant contacts do not change the force closure property of the grasp, and so
can be placed anywhere on the object. For example, a frictionless force-closure grasp

, needs at least four contacts. Grasping regions on n given edges, n 4, can be found
. by finding the four optimal independent regions of contact for all (n) 4-tuples of the

n grasping edges. The first four fingers must be inside the four independent region.>
. found, while the other n - 4 fingers can be anywhere in the remaining grasping

edges. So, the other n - 4 independent regions of contact are the grasping edge .
that have not been used. We can pick the set of n independent regions of contaci
with the largest minimum length, and this is the optimal set.

In general, finding the best set of independent regions of contact for n fin-
gertips on m edges requires an enumeration of ((,,,,,I) combinations, and so
costs O(max(n,in)") time. c is the minimum number of required contacts, and
c - max(n. in). It is four for frictionless point contacts, and is two for point conl-
tacts with friction. Finding the set of all force-closure grasps for n fingers on ro
edges co5ts O(max(n, m)c) time. because we also need to enumerate all (maxr n)

combinations.

There is another constant factor in the construction of the independent region'
of contact. The constant factor comes from the optimal trade-off between th
independent regions of contact, for all possible combinations of c wrench convcxe
from the c edges. The number of such combinations is 0(2C).

Complexity 2.1 Let B be a polygonal object grasped by n contact, on m eddg>,
Let c be the minimum number of required contacts. For c < max(n. n)."

F/iding the ,wet of all force-closure grasps, for n fingertips on mn edge.,. ro-t,

0(rnax(n.m) c ) time.

Firdirg the optimal set of independent reqion. of contact, for r fingrtip., w!
rn edges, costs O(rnax(n.rn)c 2c ) time.

In thf rininimal ca,,(, here bothI the number of contacts and the n ,iiier
edg,- ar rrijiimal. the force-closurc grasps cal be const ructed in conlrld til l-

.5o

• Y
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The indEperident regions of contact are also computable in constant time, with a
constant factor exponential in the number of required contacts. Friction is crucial
in reducing the number of required contacts. So grasps with friction are not only
easier to execute but also easier to construct.
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2.4 Force-Closure Grasps in 3D

2.4.1 Primitive Contacts

The contacts between the fingertips and the object can be modeled as friction-
less point contacts, hard-finger contacts. or soft-finger contacts with friction. See
Figure 2.13.

Frictionless point contact. -- The finger can only exert a normal force through

the point of contact. The wrench convex has a single wrench. with line of
action going through the point of contact, and with direction the negative of
the contact normal.

e Hard-finger contact. -- This is a point contact with friction. The finger can
exert any force pointing into the friction cone at the point of contact. This
friction cone describes the wrench convex, which mathematically has an infi-
nite number of generating wrenches. This friction cone can be approximated
by a polyhedral convex, with vertex at the point of contact (Kerr 1985).

* Soft-finger contact. - The friction over the area of contact allows the finger
. to exert pure torques in addition to pure forces pointing into the friction cone.

The finger can exert torques in both directions. about the normal axis at the
point of contact. So the wrench convex is described by a one-sided friction
cone plus a two-sided torque.

Any complex contact can be described as a convex sum of the above primitive
contacts. Figure 2.14 shows an edge contact without friction whose wrench convex
is the convex sum of two wrench convexes, each describes the frictionless point
contact at one end of the edge of contact. Similarly, a face contact is the convex

- sum of point contacts at the vertices of the face. If the face is non convex, then its
wrench convex is equivalent to the convex sum of point contacts on the convex hull
of the face only. The convex hull has fewer vert'-es than the non convex face.

Similar to the planar case. a soft finger contacting at a vertex (or an edge) of
a polyhedron can be approximated by a point contact (or an edge contact) with a
much larger friction cone. For a grasp with two soft finger contacts, the larger the
friction cone, the more likely the grasp is force closure. This explains Why people
tends to grasp at sharp corners and edges.

2.4.2 Grasps with Two Soft-Finger Contacts

Figure 2.15.a shows two soft-finger contacts on two faces of a polyhedron. The
angle between the two contact planes is I.,. The positive combination of Ihe I wo
friction cones generate rays in any direction if arid only if 2' .2 . where Ian 'e

th coefficient of friction.

po
,r

~~• • o ",
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Frictionk% point contact.

Hard- i ngcr contact.

Sofi-fingcr contaCt.

Figure 2.13: Primitive contacts in 3D.
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Frictionlcss edge contact

Frictionless face contact

Soft-finger on a vertex.

Figure 2.14: Complex contacts in 3D.
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Leiiiii, 2.4 A grasp with 2 soft-finger contact.s i.s force-direction closure If and
only if the angle L, between the two plane, of contact is strictly less than the angle

of the friction cone 20.

By coupling opposite contact forces, we can generate arbitrary pure torques -.

perpendicular to the segment P1 P2 joining the two points of contact, Figure 2.15.a.
These torques can be generated if (1) v' - 20. and (2) the segment P1 P2 , or P2 Pl.
points strictl into and out of the two friction cones at the two points of contact P
and P... The pure torques about P and P2 have projections on the segment PIP 2 .
so the grasp drawn is also torque closure. The first condition is a prerequisite of the
second condition. The second condition is both a sufficient and necessary condition

for the case of two soft-finger contacts:

Theorem 2.4 A grasp with 2 soft-finger contacts is force-closure if and only zf:
The segment P1 P2 , or P2 P1 , joining the two points of contact P, and P2 , points
strictly into and out of the fricti'on cones respectively at P1. P2 .

For polyhedral objects, the faces have constant normals, so the force-direction
closure condition reduces to a simple test of the angle between the two plane nor-
rnals. Once the force-direction closure is satisfied, the two friction cones counter-
overlap, and the counter-overlapping range is C2  Ci. The torque closure con-

dition is satisfied if and only if the segment PIP2 , or P2 P1, has orientation inside
the counier-overlapping range C 2 - C 1 . The independent contact regions can be . .

constructed by cutting the two faces with a two-sided cone, having cone angle

* (C 2  C1), and vertex in between the two faces.

Figure 2.15.b shows examples of force-closure grasps with two soft-finger con-
tacts. The coefficient of friction used is 0.8. The construction is similar to its
2-dimensional analogue given in Algorithm 2.2. The faces are approximated by
their bounding circular disks. The counter-overlapping range C2 - 1 is approxi-
mated by the maximum cone inside C2 - -C1. The two-sided cone is positioned in
between the two disks bounding the two faces. The intersection between the two
disks and their respective cones give the independent contact regions. The approx-
imate computation of the independent regions for two soft-finger contacts on two
faces takes about 0.05 seconds. 0

If the face has holes. or if it is non convex, then the the circular disk bounding
the face rio longer preserves the compactness or convexity property of the face.
A non-convex face is approximated by a set of overlapping circular disks, each
disk approxiriates a local convex region of the face. Local convex regions can be
corr1puted frorn the \oronoi Diagram of the face (Shamos 197X They can be
approximated by the generalized cones betwevn facing edges as in (Nguyen 194)..

A fnIrre-( lo-urc gras p irnplie, that equilibriuITm1 grasps, e : -icIC' zero force and

r:(riJ#i J I - -parned by I 1r t f of or a( t for(f- In t he rc% ,r,, dirIct on, it turns out

.q 11 hilir I[I g rilu T) with1 soft -fi ngur owita( 1, 1 re ii- lallx for- (-ouro gras P
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Figure 2.16: Two distinct soft-finger contacts give six independent wrenches.

Corollary 2.5 A grasp with at least two distinct soft-finger contacts is force-closure
if i't is in equzhtbri*um, with contact forces pointing strictly into the friction cones at
the respecti've poi'nts of contact.

Proof: Let's first prove that two distinct soft-finger contacts gives six inde-
pendent contact wrenches. Let the origin of the reference frame be the first point
of contact. Figure 2.16. The first friction cones gives three contact forces in three
independent directions. All three contact forces have zero moment components.
The first soft-finger contact has also a pure torque. So, we have four independent
wrenches from the first soft-finger. Because the two point contacts are distinct, the
momient of the second friction cone about the first point contact gives at least two
different wrenches with different moment components than the first pure torque.
So, in total, two distinct soft-finger contacts gives six independent contact wrenches.

A non-marginal equilibrium, in which all the contact forces are strictly within
their respective friction cones, means a strictly positive sum of the contact wrenches
is zero. Let's prove that we have a strictly positive sum of at least seven contact
wrenches, in which six of them are independent. Each soft-finger contact can be
approximated by a four-wrench convex (one pure torque and three forces), such
that the force and torque at the point of contact is a strictly positive combinationA
of the four wrenches. The grasp has at least two soft-finger contacts. i.e. has at
least eight contact wrenches, in which at least six of them are independent. The
contact forces and torques add to zero, so the 5trictly positive combination of at
le~ast eight contact wrenches is zero. Fromn the vector closure theorem. Theorem 2.5,
the grasp is definitively force closure.U

%J
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2.4.3 Grasps with Three Hard-Finger Contacts

A real fingertip. although soft, has very limited resistance to rotations about its-

point of contact, and so behaves more like a hard-finger than a soft-finger. A
hard-finger contact differs from a soft-finger contact by a torque about the contact
normal. A grasp with two hard-finger contacts, instead of two soft-finger contacts.
cannot generate or resist torques about the line joining the two points of contact.
So, a force-closure grasp needs at least three hard-finger contacts with friction.

For polyhedra. the force-closure condition becomes a constraint on the relative
configuration of the friction cones. The independent contact regions are constructed
by cutting the two-sided cones and the faces of contact. The force-closure grasps
with three hard-finger contacts can be split into four classes, Figure 2.17. depending
or. the number of friction cones that pairwise counter-overlap:

The first grasp has no pair of counter-overlapping cones. An example is a
three point grasp on a ball with very little friction. The three grasp points
are symmetrically placed on a circle that has the same center as the ball. Note
that the ball will slip away from the fingers if one of the three contact points
is removed.

o The second grasp has one pair of counter-overlapping cones, from the top and
bottom contacts. The third contact contributes a torque component about
P1 fP. This contact can be removed without having the object slip from the
fingers. 0

9 The third grasp has two pairs of counter-overlapping cones. The second con-
tact serves as a pivot when either the first or third contact is added or removed.
An example is a three point grasp on two parallel faces, with two of the fingers
on one same face.

e The fourth grasp has three pairs of counter-overlapping cones. All three con-
tacts can be used as pivots, and any fingertip can be removed or added while
the other two grasp the object. This grasp exists only f the coefficient of
friction is greater than tan(7r,'6) degrees.

The above classification arises directly from the geometric construction of the
independent contact regions. The classification highlights the similaritv and dif-
ference between grasps with soft-fingers and grasps with hard-fingers. From itle

classification. we can change from one grasp to another by searching for a sequence S
of two-point and three-point grasps, Figure 2.18. The two-point grasps are force-
loure if the fingertips are soft. We'll see in the next chapter. that the lwo-poinlt

and three-point grasps are also stable. In other words, one grasp is chanlged t
ariother by a equence of stable force-closure grasps. Only one finger is reto\T 1% (,

aIdded al a irne, while the other two fingers niaintain a stablh forc,-( !o-.re glrsji

on the ool
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Figure 2.19: Force-closure grasps with seven frictionless contacts.

Like grasps with soft-finger contacts, non-marginal equilibrium grasps with at
least three distinct hard contacts are also force-closure grasps:

Corollary 2.6 A grasp with at least three distinct hard-finger contacts is force-
closure if it is in equilibrium, with contact forces pointing strictly within the friction
cones at the respective points of contact.

2.4.4 Grasps with Seven Frictionless Point Contacts

Figure 2.19 shows a force-closure grasp on a cube, with seven frictionless point
contacts. Without friction, we need at least seven frictionless point contacts instead
of two soft-finger contacts, or three hard-finger contacts.

To have force-direction closure, a 3D grasp needs four frictionless contacts. Ex-
ample is a grasp on a tetrahedron. For polyhedral objects, the force-direction closure
problem reduces to a test of the n face normals. The test is formulated as deciding
whether solutions exist for a system of n linear inequalities, r'T5S > 0 in three
unknowns (d,d,,d,) of the translational twist d (OrdT)r. The force-direction
closure problern does not depend on the location of the points of contact, because
the normals are constant on the planar faces.

To have torque closure with unisense contacts, seven contacts are needed. Again.
the test for torque r!osure is formulated as deciding whether solutions exist for a

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-~ . . .4 A .A .. '~..A ~ ' '4 4 *~'4 ~4 ,,. '
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system of n linear inequalities, W, Tj S > 0 in six unknowns: (6 ,,,6,. 6,, d,, dld,) of

the rotational twist t = (bT, dT)T. From linear algebra, the six unknowns are all

zero only if there are at least seven linear inequalities. In general, vector closure in
n-dimensional space needs at least n + I vectors. For completeness, let's formulate

the general vector-closure theorem:

Theorem 2.5 (Goldman and Tucker) In an n-dimensional vector space, a set of

vectors V is vector closure if and only if V has at least n - 1 vectors (vI .... ,Vn-1) 0

such that:

* n of the n + 1 vectors are linearly independent.

* A strictly positive combination of the n + 1 vectors is the zero vector.

n+1

Zl -V 0 a,> 0 (2.19)
i=1

The first statement expresses the necessary and sufficient condition for no ho-

mogeneous solutions to the system VTx > 0. V is the matrix with vectors v,
as columns. The number of independent vectors must be equal to the dimension
of the vector space. The second statement expresses the necessary and sufficient
condition for no particular solutions. The above theorem is just a slightly different

form of Lemma 6 proved by Goldman and Tucker. For proof, the reader is referred
to (Goldman and Tucker 1956).

Analyzing whether a grasp with n point contacts is force-closure, is equivalent
to deciding whether the system of linear inequalities W ts > 0 has non-zero

homogeneous or particular solutions. Typically, the system of linear inequalities is
transformed into a system of linear equalities by introducing positive slack variables.

Then Gauss-Jordan elimination is done on the augmented system of linear equalities.
No homogeneous solution exists if the rank of the matrix is six. No particular
solutions exists if the rank is six, and if the slack variables must be all zero. Deciding
whether a system of n linear inequalities has solutions or not costs O(n) time.
However, solving for the solutions to a system of linear n inequalities costs O(n)

the because there can be number of particular solutions, r is the rank of

the system of linear inequalities.

Complexity 2.2 Analyzing whether a grasp constrained by n contact wrenches is
force-closure or not costs O(n) time.

Constructing the seven independent regions of contact is more expensive and

harder. A convex region for a point of contact on a planar face corresponds to a
wrench convex in the 6-dimensional wrench space. The problem is to find seven

disjoint wrench convexes in this 6-dimensional space, such that any seven-tuple of
wrenches from these seven convexes is torque closure. Due to the convexit \ of Ihe '

. ". ,
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domain, the problem is reduced to a discrete test on all combinations of the seven
convexes:

(c,<  - y - (c (C- " C C C' ' C:
C<) ( CC<- C <  C ") 0 (2.20)

(C<C <) r--(C ,<C < C(; C)) 0

There are () (7) and (7 equations respectively similar to the above three. They
describe the necessary conditions of Equation (2.19). Note that two or three lines
in space do not always intersect, so there is no geometric construction for the 3D
case of seven frictionless point contacts like the 2D case of four frictionless point
contacts.

The number of combinations is exponential in the required number of contacts c.
This term makes the construction of independent regions of contact more expensive

for frictionless grasps (c = 7) than for grasps with friction (c = 2 or 3). Computing
the intersection and convex addition of the convexes also makes the construction

harder.

If there are redundant fingers or faces, then we need to enumerate all possible
minimal combinations of the fingers, or of the faces. Then for each minimal com-
bination, we compute the independent regions of contact. Similar to the 2D case,

the order of complexity is O(max(n, m)c 2 c) time. 3

The construction of the independent contact regions is transformed into the
problem of finding disjoint convexes satisfying necessary conditions like (2.20). This
transformation depends on the convexity property and on the correspondence be-
tween vectors in the convex and points of contact on the object. So any affine

combination of two point contacts P and P2 inside a contact region must be a
point contact P inside the same region:

a [ ]-± (1-a) [ =] s] 0 <a< 1 (2.21)Si0 S20 SO- - -". .

A frictionless point contact is represented by a pure force going through the
point of contact and normal to the surface. A pure force is a line vector, so the dot
product of the upper and lower parts of the spatial vector must be zero:

s "s1 0 0
c s2 s 20 0 (2.22)

S S(, 0

Eliminating s and s,,. we get:

s1 • 2 - s, s 0 (2.23)

'%, f
'  
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Constructing Force-Closure Grasps

The equation expresses the condition that the two lines of force at points P, itnn:
PA must intersect or be parallel. Extrapolating this condition to other points of tii,
contact region, the convexity property and the correspondence between vectors and
contact points imply that the region of contact must: (1) be either flat or spheri-al.
and (2) have a convex boundary. This explains why the construction of the conta(
regions is so simple for polyhedral objects. This also suggests that grasps on curved
regions with constant center of curvature can be synthesized in the same way a-
grasps on planar faces.

'F ito a ep i ea ig hec nitm t a h e tr fcu v t t u - eC l-~ f 1

grass fmrurvd obects
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2.5 Conclusion

2.5.1 Main Results

The main results of this chapter are:

The algorithms for constructing force closure grasps on polygons and polN-
hedra are direct, fast and simple. We find not only single grasps but the
complete set of all force-closure grasps on a set of edges (resp. faces) in 21)
(resp. 3D). We can also construct the independent regions of contact for the
fingers. The construction is exponential in the minimum numbr of required
fingers, and polynomial in the number of total fingers.

" We prove that non-marginal equilibrium grasps are also force-closure grasps if
each grasp has at least two points contacts with friction in 2D, two soft-finger
contacts or three hard-finger contacts in 3D. This proof supports a very simple
heuristic for grasping objects: "Increase friction at the contact by covering the
fingertips with soft rubber. Then grasp the object on two opposite sides."

* A grasp is described as the combination of individual contacts, which in turn
are modeled as the combination of a few primitive contacts. In 2D, the prim-
itive contacts are point contacts without and with friction. In 3D, they are
frictionless point contacts, hard-finger and soft-finger contacts. A contact over
a finite segment or surface has a very compact representation if its contact
normal is constant. This explains why the synthesis of force-closure grasps is
very simple for polygonal and polyhedral objects.

Wrench convexes and twist convexes describe the constraints and freedoms
of contacts and grasps. There are two dual view points: a constraint view
point which captures the forces and moments exerted on the object, and a
freedom view point which describes the motions of the object which are free . -

or which break contact. The effect of the individual contacts are combined by
taking the convex sum of the wrench convexes or the intersection of the twist
convexes.

e A grasp is more likely to be force closure if there is friction, if the contacts O
are soft instead of hard, and especially if the soft fingers grasp the object at
sharp vertices or edges. .

2.5.2 Extensions

We have not explored the synthesis of independent regions of contact for the fol-
lowing types of grasps:

* 2D grasps with three point contacts with friction, where the three friction'
cones span all directions, but no two friction cones have counter-overlapping
sectors.
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9 3D grasps with three to six hard-finger contacts, where no tx o friction (oN-
have counter-overlapping cones of direction.

These are minimal cases which arise when the coefficient of friction is small, or whel
the grasping edges or faces have almost the same normal.

For curved objects, the contact normal varies with the position of the point
of contact, and so both force-direction closure and torque closure are position-
dependent. The synthesis of independent regions of contact on curved objects be-
comes much harder. One obvious fix is to segment the boundary of the object into
regions with low and high curvatures. Low curvature regions are approximated by
straight edges (resp. planar faces) in 2D (resp. 3D), and high curvature regions by
circular arcs (resp. ellipsoid surfaces) in 2D (resp. 3D). Grasps on low curvature
regions are easily found. But, how about grasps on high curvature regions? How
about grasps on both high and low curvature regions? How about grasps that have
regions overlapping high and low curvature regions? The obvious fix very quickly
becomes a nuisance, because the segmentation is not compatible with the force-
closure constraint. We think the force-closure problem for curved objects needs
more research, both for theoretical and practical purposes.

There is however a good heuristic, which captures the grasps on curved regions
that are either convex or concave. We know that equilibrium grasps are also force-
closure grasps if the 2D grasps has point contacts with friction, or the 3D grasps
has soft-finger contacts. So, grasps at two curved regions which are back-to-back
(Figure 4.7) or face-to-face are force-closure. The force-closure constraint becomes
a constraint on the relative orientation of the curved regions.

= . . . "% '-
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Chapter 3

Constructing Stable Grasps

3.1 How Should the Fingers Be Servoed?
Chapter 2 answers the question: Where should the fingertips be placed? The
fingers grasp the object at points inside the independent regions of contact, for
which the grasp is always force closure. Force closure guarantees that arbitrary
force and moment can be exerted on the object by pushing through the set of
contacts. But, how much force should the fingers exert so as to have the grasped
object in equilibrium? Then, how should the fingers resist the displacements of the
object, such that this later is stable, and furthermore has a desired stiffness matrix?

Equilibrium is equivalent to having the sum of all contact forces equal to zero.
Stability is equivalent to having a stiffness matrix on the grasped object. The
stiffness at the grasped object comes from the active stiffness control of the fingers,
or from the stiffness of the tendons and of the rubber at the fingertips.

We assume that the fingers are controlled independently from each other. We
also assume that the linear and angular springs which model a fingertip are also
independent of one another. The net effect of all the virtual springs is described
by the potential function of the grasp, which is the the sum of the potentials from
all the springs. The forward problem is to derive from the potential function of the
grasp: 1) the analytical conditions for which the grasp is in stable equilibrium, and
2) the stiffness matrix and the center of compliance of the grasped object about its
stable equilibrium. The reverse problem is to find the virtual springs at the fingers
such that the grasp is stable and has a desired stiffness matrix. The link between
this chapter and the previous one is:

"All force-closure grasps can be made stable."

Stable grasps are analyzed and synthesized in both 2D and 3D. (;rasped objects
are arbitrary polygons in 2D, and arbitrary polyhedra in 3D. Curved objects and
the effect of local curvature on the stability of the grasp will be explored in the neixt
(hapter. Figure 3.1 shows examples of stable grasps in 2D and 31). The springs
-hown are cont rolled independenilly from each othfr. :..

52 S"i
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Figure 3.1: Examples of stable grasps in 2D and 3D.
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3.2 Stable Grasps in 2D

3.2.1 Planar Grasps with Linear Springs

Potential Function of the Grasp

Figure 3.2 shows a finger F, contacting ithout friction at point P,. The softness of
ti:e fingertip, the stiffness of the tendons attached to the finger, and or the active

(ontrol of the finger joints are all modeled by a virtual spring with linear stiffness

k,. The linear spring k, has fixed line of action, with direction normal to edge e,.

k, (cos o,. sin (.,) T. and moment 1i, - p, , k,. about the origin 0.

When the object is displaced by (xy,O), the edge e, is trani-lated by (.r.y) and

rotated by 0 about the origin. The tip of spring k, slides on edge e, to its new

position P,' given by the intersection of the displaced edge e' and the line of action

of spring k,. The compression of linear spring k, w hen the graped object is moved

away by (x.y.0) from its equilibrium is PP,':

d, (I cos0) - psin 0 xcos(o, 0) y:sin(, 0)
, (I. - .. .... 

"Cos,(3.1)

d, p, k, is the algebraic distance from 0 to edge e,.

The pote'ntial function of grasp G is equal to the sum of the potentials of all its

springs:

U (x, y. 0) - k,c ( ."y. 0) (3.2).,

The, potential function of the grasped object is the suri of the potentials from the

grasp and from the weight of the object (Hanafusa and Asada 1977. Asada 1979).

For now, %v look only at the effect of the grasping fingers on the equilibrium and
st abilitv of the object. We assume that the weight of the grasped object is negligible.

or is perpendicular to the grasping plane of the object.

We assume that the potential energy of the grasp is conserved. We'll look only

at grasps where the points of contact either slide without friction, or stick at the

sarne points. There is no dissipation of the potential energy. The next chapter will

look at dissipation of the potential energy of the grasp, due to slip at the fingertips

in the presence of friction.

Grasp Equilihriiitii

The grasp (' is in ,quilibrirn if iind onl\ if the sum1 of all forces arid Hriornents in

I t grasp;,ing plane of G; is zero. Tlhi is equivalent to he first 1 rtial derjviatives of
I 1t. poltential function U(.r.y.9) being all zero:

"i .- , , ii h h i- 1 , , d tj I f )i, 1 ,

0~i
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quilirr wIt topoiewrnhes instead of the minimumn of four wrenches
required for planar force-closure.

Corollary 3.1 If grasp G i's force-closure, then we can always find a set of positzte
contact forces at the points of contact, such that G I's in equilibrium.

Grasp Stability

The grasp G is stable if and only if the potential function 1*(x~y,9) of G reaches
ilocal minimum. We can write the Taylor expansion of the potential function

U(x, y. 0) about the equilibrium as follows:

n
U (X. Y, ) 1= ~ k,a, - xT 7U - -T H (0.0,) x .. (3.5)

2 to 2

where x =(X.y,O)T, n 00 is the Hessian matrix of the potential function
at the equilibrium grasp configuration. A multivariable function reaches a local
minimum if 1) the first partial derivatives are all zero. and 2) the Hessian matrix
of the second partial derivatives is positive definite. So:

Theork-m 3.2 A4 grasp G composed of n virtual springs i's in stable equilibriumn if
both of the following hold:

" The gradient 7 1~0 0 is zero.

* The Hessian matrix H'(),0 0 ) of the potential function U(x, y. ) is positiv'e
definite. (a2if aPr a2lr

aZ2 3ZaV cazao

HO ~ ~ . aa at (X, y, ) (0, 0,0)H0 a ay= ayia

a~u ~u 81r )(3.6)
(Z~ k, COS2 a, Zk, sin a, cos a, E k,u, Cos a,

E k, sin ak, cos a, Zk, sin 2 a, E k,ji, sin a,

7 k,pu, Cos a, 1: k,pi, sin a, N- ka2 F ,d

((.y. 0) I's the potenitial function of grasp (G. where (x, y,0) is the displacement of
the object from its equilibrium configuration.

3.2.2 Compliance about Stable Equilibrium

Thc re~' oring rcnich Nw app1lied on ih, grasped object is equal to the negative of the
vrad:ctl of F i .f.A-11mring thiat thc distutrbance, of the gra-sped ofhjec(t from%
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its stable equilibrium are small, we deduce from the Taylor expansion of U(x,y.0)

that:
V. V U(X, y, o)

- V UKoo -0. H (o.o) x -

" (3.7) 4
dX1

#,

The compliance behavior of the grasped object about its stable equilibrium is de-
scribed by a stiffness matrix which is equal to the Hessian matrix.

The above approximation is good for displacements in orientation 6, less than
10 degrees, and for linear displacements (d,,d.) in the xy-plane less than one tenth

of the size of the grasped object. The size of the object is defined as the diameter
* of the minimum circle that contains the object inside it. The twist displacement

" i is written as t (6,,d, d1J instead of t (0, x, y)T to remind us of the small
displacement assumption.

The stiffness matrix of the grasp is more sensitive to errors in orientation than
-0 location. The reason is that the stiffness normal to the edge of contact varies

drastically as we rotate the object close to 90 degrees. We might no longer have
restoring wrench in the correct direction, and the grasp might no longer be force-

closure. If there is no error in orientation, then the restoring force opposite to
a linear displacement always exists regardless of the amount of displacement. The
restoring force is nothing more than the non-null sum of the contact forces generated

by the springs.

" Stiffness Matrix of the Grasp

The stiffness matrix K of the grasp is equal to the Hessian matrix HO about the
stable equilibrium of the grasped object. The stiffness matrix K can be written as

a sum of two matrices:

K Ks t Kp

Ks =S K

" / C , ... C , k i C 1 S , a ,'..
r;.-= & .. s .. • • (3.8)..K'k, C S.

Kp - z'u ko,,d, 0 0 0 )
'.£0 00 1

The first matrix KA; is a product of three matrices SKS_. S is an 3 1
eclangular matrix, whose columns are the spatial vectors of the linear springs.

TI'lhe matrix is called the spatial configurat ion matrix of tihe Inear spriigs, S ,

. . ."- .]
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an n, n diagonal matrix with positive stiffnesses of the springs on its diagonal.

The product S <S is positive definite if and only if S has full row, or equivalently.
there are three linear springs with independent spatial vectors.

The second matrix Kp depends on the positions of the points of contact, and
on the contact forces. Kp affects only the angular stiffness of the grasp. If the

contact forces are small, or more concisely, if the compressions a,, are small relative
to the size of the object. then E k,o,od, is small compared to F k,#, 2. The stiffness

matrix K of the grasp is approximatively equal to Ks, which comes from the spatial
configuration of the linear springs acting on the grasped object.

A force closure grasp implies that the set of contact wrenches spans the whole
wrench space. If each contact wrench is generated by a linear spring, then the set
of linear springs has spatial vectors that span the whole vector space. The spatial
configuration matrix of the linear springs S has full row, and Ks is positive definite.

The compressions a,, can be chosen small compared to the size of the grasped object.

The stiffness matrix K of the grasp is approximatively equal to Ks, and is therefore
positive definite. In other words, a force-closure grasp implies a stable grasp exists.

Corollary 3.2 If grasp G is force closure, then we can always synthesize a set of

linear springs at the points of contact, such that G is in stable equibrium.

The stiffness matrix K is symmetric, and so has three perpendicular eigenvec-
tors. If the stiffness matrix K is positive definite, then it has three strictly positive

eigenvalues. The grasped object has three equivalent springs with spatial vectors . -.

equal to the eigenvectors, and stiffness constants equal to the eigenvalues.

The center of compliance of a planar grasp is the point about which a pure
rotation of the object is resisted by a pure torque. More precisely, the center of
compliance is the reference point, about which the stiffness matrix K is diagonalized

into two blocks:

K HI(o,00)

(E k,cos' a, k, sin a,cosa, 0 (39)

E k, sin a, cos a, F k, sin2 a, 0

0 0 k,( + a,)

Note that the angular displacement is decoupled from the two linear displace-

ments of the object. The grasped object behaves as though there are three inde-
pendent springs attached to it. Figure 3.3.

9 Two linear springs with respective stiffness k,,, kb, along two perpendicular -
axes In the grasping plane of the object. The stiffnesses and directions of

these two linear springs are respectively the eigenvalues and the eigenvector.
of the following 2 2 s rnnetric matrix:

k, cos 2 o, Zk, sin o, cos o,

2S

k.. , -in o,, cos o, k, sin , ..

d,.%
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k,

--. ao
k6 kA4

Figure 3.3: Compliance of the grasped object about its stable equilibrium.

An angular spring with stiffness k#, and axis perpendicular to the grasping
plane and going through the center of compliance 0 of the object.

= Z k, (,4+uo, (3.11)
2=1 Sd

The matrix K, is nothing more than the sum of the linear stiffness matrices of
the individual springs expressed in the global frame of the hand:

k, k" C, SK = , .--. . "'"
kn Cn Sn

t( k, Rot (-a,)= E-_ Ro (,) 0 0

where Rot(a,) is the rotation from the base reference frame to the local frame at
the fingertip.

The angular effects of these linear springs add up into the first sum of the angular
stiffness k,:

ko k,1 -t. d.~o~

:.

S' ... Ii -.
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This angular effect depends on the moments of the lines of action of the springs
about the center of rotation 0.

The second sum comes from Kp. This sum comes from the second order varia-
tion of the compressions as the object rotates, ca,/002 . A more general expression
of the position-dependent stiffness matrix Kp is:

(000)-"

K± : - (p,"k,) 0 0 0 (3 12)
00 1 .

The sign is - (resp. -) if the fingers slide (resp. stick) on the grasping edges. The
reader is referred to Appendix A.3 for a similar derivation of the stiffness matrix.
when the fingers stick on the grasping edges. The assumption is that the energy
stored in the grasp is conserved. So, if there is friction, then the contact points
must not move, so that there is no loss of potential energy. The next chapter will
present a qualitative analysis of grasp stability when there is slip with friction.

Compliance Center of the Grasp

The stiffness matrix K is diagonalizable with independent linear and angular springs
if and only if:

y, k, k, . ,k, (sign (p.,) k,) 0 (3.13)

When can we find a set of positive spring constants (k1 ,...,k,) such that the
above equation holds? The equation looks very much like the force-closure condition
in the plane, except that we deal with only force directions. It can always be satisfied
if the vectors {sign (,v,) k,} span the space of all directions in the plane. The sign
of the moment p , depends on the position of the compliance center with respect
to the line of action of the virtual springs. This means that the compliance center Ie
must be inside some polygon delimited by the lines of action of the virtual springs.
This polygon is called the compliance polygon of the grasp. Figure 3.4 shows the
compliance polygon f(; within which the compliance center of grasp G must be.
Note that the compliance polygon can cover the whole plane if there are more than
four linear springs.

We now prove that if the grasp is force-closure then the compliance polygon
always exists, and so equation (3.13) can be satisfied. Note that if grasp G is
force-closure then the two cones generated by (--ki, -k 2) and ( -k 3 ,- k4 ) counter-
overlap in a non-zero convex polygon C'(;, Figure 3.5. If we pick the compliance
center ) inside this convex polygon, then the springs k, and k3. resp. k, and k4.
have negative, resp. positive, moments about 0. One can check that there exists a

positive linear combination of k ,k 2 , k 3 ,k4 su(h that one w'alks counter-clock-
wise along the houndary of the convex polygon bounded by the lines of ation of

0w-prings. Equation (3.13) holds, and so the compliance plvgon is always nn o
liI for force-chln(urv grasps.

............................... ""..........'.....,-........ 7L
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kii

k3

Figure 3.41: Compliance polygon of a grasp.

0:.

MA4k/

Figure 3.5: Compliance polygon always exists for force-closure grasps.
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Corollary 3.3 If grasp G i force-closure then:

" The compliance polygon of grasp G, denoted flc;, is non empty. The cornpli-
ance polygon fla has boundary supports the lines of action of the springs.

" The convex polygon Cc bounded by the lines of action of the springs is included .-

in the compliance polygon fZa.

* If we pick the compliance center 0 of grasp G within the polygon £2 G, then
there always exists a set of spring constants k1,. . . , k, such that the stiffness
matrix of grasp G is diagonalizable into linear and angular stiffness blocks.

We prefer to pick the compliance center within the convex polygon C(c so that the
spring constants are more or less equal. Within this polygon, the desired location
of the compliance center 0 in the global frame depends on the task at hand. For
example, to insert a peg into a hole, we ideally want to put the center of compliance
at the mouth of the hole (Whitney 1982). Note that force-closure with frictionless
contacts requires putting fingers on all four sides of the peg, which is infeasible!
Luckily we can have force-closure with two point contacts with friction, and so we V
can grasp at the top of the peg and at the same time have a compliance center at the
mouth of the hole, Figure 3.7. We achieve the same effect as the RCC gripper. But,
with an active compliance hand, we have more flexibility in choosing the compliance
center and the stiffness matrix of the grasp. We can achieve both a stable grasp
and a desired compliant behavior of the grasped object during assembly.

Outside-in/Inside-out Grasps

To have restoring couples in the correct direction, the angular stiffness ko of grasp
G must be strictly positive:

ke,- f, d,

The sign is -r (resp. -) if the fingers slide (resp. stick) on the grasping edges.
The first sum in the above expression depends on the placement of the complianc-
center inside the compliance polygon flc. This sum is positive and increases as the
compliance center moves to the boundary of DG. The second sum is invariant with
the location of the compliance center. It depends only on the contact forces and
the relative configuration of the contacting edges.

[lo,A can we have positive angular stiffness kf? First, if the distances d, are all
strictly positive, then the angular stiffness k, is also strictly positive. The line of

Ipport of an edge e, divides the plane into two half-planes: interior or exterior . ,
i,.sp,,ivel if he distam e d, p. n, is regative or positive- This observat ion leads
to a la-sification of gras , configurat ion. into three (ategories defined as follows:

* A grasp G is called an outido-in grasp If arid onlk if the intrior half planes
of the contartirng edge,,s of (; intersect.

* .A ,rasp G 1- caiied an ?in.id(-(Iut grasp If a'id onl., if th e (\t,'rir hilf IlItes 0
of tht cwI,1t 'rig, edge.> of G * rilul*; I
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1

Figure 3.6: Outside-in /inside-out ,'mixed grasps.

*A grasp G is called a mixed grasp if and only if neither the interior half planes
nor the exterior half planes intersect.

/.. '--.°

Grasps on the boundary of convex objects are examples of outside-in grasps.
* Grasps on the boundary of convex holes are examples of inside-out grasps. If a
* grasp G has exactly the minimum number of contacts required for force-closure.

then grasp G is either outside-in or inside-out grasp. Mixed grasps come up only
* when there are more contacts than the minimum of two for point contacts with

friction, and four for point contacts without friction, Figure 3.6.

From the expression of the angular stiffness ko, we see that it is always strictly
positive for outside-in grasps. We can prove this by noting that the second sum
is invariant to the position of the origin, so we can pick the origin to be in the
intersection of the closed half planes, and have all the distances d, positive. Baker.
Fortune, and Grosse (1985) showed that outside-in grasps are stable if the springs
contact at places where the inscribed circle is tangent to the grasping edges. No
search is needed, the grasps are found in O(n log ri) time by computing the Voronot

* diagramn of the polygonal object (Shamos 1978).

The angular stiffness k# may be negative for inside-out, and mixed grasps. Fig-
ure 3.6 showxs two frictionless grasps on a same triangular ring. One would suspc(-I

*that the two grasps on the triangular ring have the same behavior. BillsIurpricligl..
*one find& that the outside-in, grasp is stable, while the inside-out grasp) is; un;t al

r

relatve t rotaions

.o ,
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Luckily, with force-closure grasps, we have another positive term in the ex-
pression of k&, which depends on the moments of the springs about the center of
compliance. By scaling up the set of spring constants while keeping constant the
set of contact forces, we can make the first sum greater than the second sum, and
have k& strictly positive. This is possible only if the moments ji, are not all zero,
which means that the lines of action of the virtual springs do not all pass throughthe compliance center. A sufficient condition is again the force-closure condition.

Corollary 3.4 A frictionless grasp G can be made stable relative to rotations if
either of the following is true:

" Grasp G is an outside-in grasp.

* Grasp G is force closure.

In conclusion, for the same set of grasp points, outside-in grasps are more stable
for rotations than inside-out grasps, if there is no friction between the fingers and
the object. The reverse holds if there is friction at the points of contact.

3.2.3 Finding Virtual Springs at the Fingertips

Synthesize a Compliant Grasp

We can not only make a force closure grasp stable, but also synthesize a compliance
center for the grasp:

Corollary 3.5 Let G be a planar grasp with n fingers, each is a linear spring with
arbitrary finite stiffness k, and compression a,. If grasp G is force-closure then we
can alwat/s synthesize a set of n linear springs such that grasp G is stable and has
a compliance center 0 inside the compliance polygon S,.

The compliance center 0 must be inside the compliance polygon fQ(,. defined
by the lines of action of the linear springs, or the normals and points of contact in
a frictionless grasp. So, without friction, a choice of a compliance center implies a
choice of the placement of the points of contact. Pin and hole insertion cannot be
(lone without friction, because the four points of contact must be on all four sides
of the pin.

For point contacts with friction, Figure 3.7 shows an interesting comparison.
bi tween compliant fingertips that have passive and active stiffness. Examples of
:,issive stiffness are real physical springs, like fingertips covered with rubber. or Ihe S

1i6rrite (;enter Compliance. With two fingers covered with rubber, the compliance
0 )!r ,i riot orlv fixed. hjt can only be inside a cornpliance rectangle w ith two
, tgoiia (orner at tuh tO points of contact. The rectangle comes from the normal

1:'l tingent ial -pririgs, which model Ilte rubb~ler at the points of contact. The Remotoe
I II(r of (',lnpliar]ce sI a w'ist )II xith fi\ed assive sprilngs. The spring are

Sf I -2( .fa l ~I I I n " of om 'TI iv I- hle 1ip1 of It, pill.

------ .-- -- .-- .. .. _..
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a.-

k / /k2 k2 % 40 .k,3:

k4

k4l

Figure 3.7: Pin and hole insertion with passive and active stiffness.

Active stiffness comes from stiffness control at the fingertips or at the joints. If
the fingers have active compliance, then the virtual springs at the fingertips can be

*. oriented such that the compliance polygon overlaps the desired compliance center.
So. with friction, a choice of a compliance center implies a choice of the orientation
of the virtual springs at the given points of contact.

Algorithm 3.1 Let G be a force-closure grasp with a desired compliance center 0
inside the compliance polygon fQc, defined by the lines of action of the n virtual
springs. The n virtual springs at the points of contact can be synthesized so that G
is stable as follows.

1. Find a set of contact forces (f, . . . , f,,) such that force equilibrium is
achieved. This is equivalent to solving a system of six equations with n un-
knowns.

2. From the desired compliance center 0, find a set of positive spring constant..
(ki.. .. , k,) such that:

, , k, k, -- 0,.-

-Jr%.

where k, and p, are respectively the direction and moment of the virtual sprtr g
k, about the compliance center 0. This is solving a system of wuo equati- .- > .
M t rN Unknourns.

---------------.
"*...- -. 
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Y9. C'heck that the angular stiffness kfi of grasp G is strictly positire.

n
ke k, (,u2 c 0d,)

If not scale up the set of spring constants (k1, , k,) and reduce the set of
compressi-ons (Olo, ... ,aOn), keeping the set of contact forces (f.......un- ?

changed, until ke is greater than zero.
4.Find the virtual compressi'ons at equilibrium:

Ct0  - Io

5. Output the set of spring constants (...... ,kn), and the respective set of com-
pressions (a1 ,.. Ono) such that each finger F, behaves as a virtual spring as
follows:

where f, is the force applied by the fingertip F, on the grasped object, and
(a,,7r,) i's the displacement of the finger normal and tangential to the At
contacting edge.

Using Gauss row elimination, a system of m equations in n unknowns can be
solved] in (min(n, ma) -n ,m time. So, steps I and 2 can be solved in 0(n) timie.
,Ahere n is the number of linear springs. The other steps cost 0(n) time each.

Complexity 3.1 .4 force-closure grasp G with a desired compliance center C) inside
the compliance polygon Q,; can be made stable in 0 (n) time.

The four virtual springs of a 2D grasp are typicallN COMputed in about 0.2
seconds on a Symbolics machine.

Controlling a Compliant Grasp

Figure 3.8 shows the relationships between force anid instantaneous displacement at
three different levels:

* At the grasped object, '%'e want to choose a compliance (enter arid a stiffness
Matrix for grasp ( surh that the grasped ohject is stable and have restoring

v~ ~rI~es~as follo" ,

IKI, d\

" Prt in T f d,- ( ip a e itt hw grsped oAlvct . \\( %% ild I kc To dcdil,
1 '11 -lrirp il orl1t.I 11'~ mid riI rt- i l a l e hitigo'ri il-
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.1~

KI .

dxso grasped object

K, C

jd jj " 7 jjF inger tips

finger joints

joint control loops

Figure 3.8: Linked chains and their loop equations.

* From the virtual springs at the fingertips, we then would like to derive the
stiffness at all of its joints:

T Ki d'

We can go further and derive the gains in the control loop of each joint, such
that the above joint compliance is enforced. Or we can assume that each joint
has a stiffness control loop with programmable stiffness.

From the kinematics of the grasp, the external and internal forces applied at the
grasped object relate with the fingertip forces by the grasp matrix G - T (Salisbury
1980, Salisbury and Craig 1981, Salisbury 1982). Similarly, from the kinematics
of the linked fingers, the force and velocity at each fingertip relate with its corre-
sponding joint torques and velocities by the Jacobian matrices j-T and J. We get S
loops from which we can derive easily the stiffness matrix of one levei in terms of
the s-tiffness matrix of another level. For example, given the desired compliance K,;
at the grasped object, we deduce:

KF GT K,, G

K TT.c; (3.14)K jJT GT K,; G J

The mapping between the object forces and fingertip forces can be done as a
matrix multipli ation, as a solution to a system of equations, )r as a vecor deco.-',
pm ,i-), a]long independent veclors (H(ollerbach and Narasirrnh an I9( ). Sinm la rI'
f'r Ticapping -w'txevn the thngcrip forcus and the joint (-u1-

S...

S...

.- .... . . . . .. . . ]

.. ' ... '..' .... . ( -.....-..... . -- " -. . - . . . . - .- ' . - .
" * " % % 1""

%
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The execution of frictionless grasps is greatly simplified and a lot less sensitive
to errors. because of the existence of stable configurations. Knowing that a stable
grasp exists on a set of edges, we can just grasp near the desired stable grasp points
with the computed virtual springs, and let the fingers adjust themselves on these
edges until they end up on the planned grasp points. Each finger can be servoed
independently, and so the execution of a grasp is fast. Any oscillation will hopefull"
be damped by the mechanical damping in the fingers and some nominal damping
in the joint control loops.

The planning and execution of assembly operations is also greatly simplified
and a lot less sensitive to errors, because we can choose the center of compliance
and the stiffness matrix. Instead of planning for explicit force and trajectory, we
plan for a compliant behavior of the parts respective to each other. For example,
to do peg and hole insertion, we need to stably grasp the peg, put the compliance
center at the mouth of the hole, and push the peg into the hole. The values of the
virtual springs can be automatically computed from the shape of the peg and hole.
A dextrous hand with active compliance is therefore more flexible than the RCC
gripper, (Whitney 1982).

C(omparison with Grip Matrix

The grip matrix (;--T is an n - n matrix which relates the n external and internal
forces applied at the grasped object to the n fingertip forces. KG is an n •.
generalized -tiffness matrix at the grasped object which has the 6 linear and angular
-tiffn( .e plus ri C internal stiffnesses. KF is an n , n matrix which describes the

springs at the fingertips. expressed in frames local to the points of contact. From'
the. (orservat ion of equivalent work at the object and at the fingertips. Salisbury
and ('raig deduced: G F(.

K , - G -  r K F G I( .5 '%

Tht grip matrix T r has a 6 • n block which is nothing more than the configu-
rat Ur matrix .'. Note that S relates only the 6 external forces and moments at the
gra,,ped object to the n fingertip forces at the n springs. (; T and S both capture
the pat il ,orifiguration of the finger tip springs. The 6 - 6 stiffness matrix at the
grasped object K, is a block of the generalized stiffness mna!rix K,;. The stiffness

idt rix A- (s( ribe, only the 6 linear and angular stifrnesses of the grasped object.
We h a (e howrn th dt tie Stiffw-,e miatrix K of the graspcd object is l(, '11urn of two

tri rice, K., arid K'
K K.,.K, (3.16)
K., >- ,, <

IN ' h, 0 al 'r r -r:i'- hc plj iri (4f o ta irt rio :l'f d \% 1th tie linear

l f rI g, 1:)- tq g r!p ,, atrx (, aid , ,,+.gt~ritit rt rix . .'-

,I : ,, ++'e : - - r~ t r ),,' ar- '. (! ()l.!TT rs are' -t. , ii ' ,(, tr- k, \\lI( h

k,~ %%ll .11

Wo
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The second order approximation of the linkages between the grasped object and
fingertips shows up as a position-dependent stiffness matrix Kp. which comes from
the terms a2a, .9o2 . Our derivation of the stiffness matrix, Equations (3.8) and
(3.12) is more accurate. The stiffnesses at the grasped object and at the fingertips
are related not only by the conservation of total energy in the system, but also
by the geometry about the grasp points. The geometry here is the point contacts 7'

which either stick or slide without friction on straight edges.
",:

.-:.

,-.4

S
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3.3 Stable Grasps in 3D

The 3D contacts between the fingertips and the grasped object are modeled as "'

frictionless point contacts, hard-finger contacts, or soft-finger contacts with friction.

Each contact is modeled as a virtual spring, which in turn is a set of independent

linear and angular springs. The stiffness of the grasp comes from the combination
of all these independent springs.

A frictionless point contact has one linear spring, having direction the normal -.

to the surface of contact, and going through the point of contact. A hard-finger

contact has three linear springs, all going through the point of contact, and oriented

along the normal and the two tangential directions of the surface of contact. A soft-
finger contact has in addition an angular spring, with axis going through the point
of contact, and oriented along the normal of the surface of contact.

The framework of stable grasps with independent linear springs in 2D generalizes

to 3D. To a first order approximation. linear and angular springs can be described by
their stiffness constants and spatial vectors. The spatial vector of a spring describes
the line of action of the wrench exerted by this spring on the object. It is a line

%ector for a linear spring, and a free vector for an angular spring.

I will first derive the change in compres,.ion at the linear and angular springs,
when the object is moved awa from its equilibrium. The potential function of the

gra-p is th, sum of the potential functions at all the linear and angular springs.
From thf' potential function of the grasp, I deduce the conditions for equilibrium

andrility, and the compliant behavior of the grasped object. In the 2D analysis.
I halic a-.sunied that the fingers slip without friction on the object. For variety, the
31) analvNis asiimes that the fingers stick at their points of contact. As before,

\%vl ee that the two (aes. with the fingers sticking or slipping without friction,
differ on bY a sign in the posit ion-dependent stiffness matrix K,.

3.3.1 Ideal Independent Springs

Linear Spring Model

A linear pring k, 5s (haracterized bN its stiffness constant k,, its direction k, oriented
t ith th. normal of the surface of contact, and its tips P,. Figure 3.9. As the grasped

,bjv t i, displaced by an infinitesim~al t Ist t 16 T d T T. the point of contact P,
1i fO Cd to iti new location P' given by -.

p' Rot(,..) p, d (3.17)

j. ?r. 1 a (ann bW he it r ,ed a.- a loll-Pt ch-Yaw rotation ma-

". ,)! P11 . I-'T rria fr Ii i , d iffre!ii high ordcr ternI ,.it II (iffer'nt I

Th V;' r,,ri,' Mid.: 1"o 1it~(~ an 'r.Y To ge t a
~~~~ .. 1!~ ('(1 11'~1 va I, T1;' t"h (n\1~ angle aI Id a Xi

.i fr',. '?*. ... . . ' . , %i t) ,1 'lhi ((ui al 'if

--
I
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Figure 3.9: Models for linear and angular spring,, in 3D.
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rotation is the normalized vector from 6. The angular stiffness matrix of the grasp

has second order partial derivatives in the angles 6 , 6,, 6,. So. the rotation matrix
must be at least expanded to second order terms. Assuming infinitesimal rotations.
the Taylor expansion up to second order terms of the rotation matrix is:

(100 0-6, by.-
Rot(6,6b, .6,) .zz 0 1 0 4 6 06,) -6.,

0 0 1 - 6y 6 0
(6' 6') 6,by 6,6 (3.18)

(6+~~2 -(6,2 62) 2:6

2((b- T) (b--..

The matrix of first order terms is an anti-symmetric matrix [6 x ], describing the
cross-product with the rotation vector 6. The matrix of second order terms can
be written as a difference of two matrices. The first matrix is the dyadic product.
or outer product, of the rotation vector 6 with itself, (bbT). The dyadic product
3 of two vectors is the matrix obtained from multiplying the first vector with the
transpose of the second vector. The econd matrix is a diagonal matrix with the
dot-product of the rotation vector with itself, (6b. 6), on the diagonal.

,

A linear spring k, exerts a pure force on the object, if and only if its tip P, is -- :.

displaced along the direction k,. Displacements perpendicular to k,, and rotations
about point P, have no effect on the spring ki. So the effective compression a, at a
linear spring k, due to a twist = (b T, d) of the object is:

a, a, - k (p' - pi)

k, • (b p,) + k, d + k, [(b6 T) (b.b)I] p,

- U
1

o + pixk, ]

+ [ k,, k ] ((b b T)_ (b.) 1) 1 P

(3.19)
The first order term is the spatial dot product of the line vector Ik,' representing

the line of action of spring k,, and the twist displacement t of the object. So, to a
first order approximation, the spatial vector l, -- (k,T, (pi . ) k,) describes the
configuration of the linear spring k,. The second order term depends on the position
of the finger tip P,. which by assumpt ion, does not slip during the rotation. We'll

'Tie i pr,,(I Ut is differerit from it -h t-pro lIt a.ialogue, whse resuit is a scalar. not a

watrix t ,t-4ill t f two %ectos I- tie iatrix Inultiplicau oin f the transp',e of the first S
-,. 11w '
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see that this term leads to a position-dependent term in the angular stiffness matrix
of the grasp.

The linear spring k, resists a twist displacement of the object with a pure force

along the line of action of the spring, or with a wrench along the spatial vector k,:

- -k,a, k, (3.20)

We']] see next that angular springs are described by free vectors, and they obey the
same framework as linear springs.

Lemma 3.1 To a first order approximation, a linear spring is represented by its
stiffness k, and its spatial vector k,. The spatial vector k, describes the line of force
of the linear spring:

k pk (3.21)

p, is the position of the point of contact, and k, is the direction of the linear spring.

Angular Spring Model

A soft-finger contact can also resist rotations of the object about the axis passing

through the point of contact, and oriented with the normal at the surface of contact.
This resistance to rotations is captured with an angular spring having stiffness k,,
axis direction k,, and point of contact P,. The axis direction k, is oriented with the

normal to the surface of contact.

Let twist t = ( 6 TdT)T be the small displacement of the object computed
relative to a fixed origin 0. When computed relative to the point of contact P,, a

twist has the same angular part, but a different linear part:

P,+ 10 (P .
, (P 6 (3.22)

- [d - (p, x 6)

So the twist seen at the point of contact P, has rotation vector 6 and translation
vector d - (p, x 6).

The translation of the point of contact P, has no effect on the angular spring,

which counteracts only rotations along direction k,. The effective rotation seen
by the angular spring k, is the dot product of the rotation vector 6 and the axis

direction k,:
o, k, 6

k,'-

" + , , ," " ° , " " - " . . . . - " . , . .. . . --.... . J
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where k (OT.k,T)T is a free vector representing the angular spring k,.

The resisting effect will be a pure torque with direction along the axis of the
angular spring, or a wrench along the free vector lk,:

-*, = k, a,1,(3.24)"

Lemma 3.2 To a first order approximation, an angular spring is represented by its
stffness k, and its spatial vector k,. The spatial vector k, describes the direct on of
torque of the angular spring:

k, (3.25)

k, is the direction of the angular spring.

In a real finger, the stiffness of the angular spring varies as a function of the

normal pressure at the finger contact. But for sake of simplicity, the angular stiffness '-5.

is assumed constant. I also assume there is no slipping at the point of contact, and
there is no coupling between the linear and angular springs. However, we'll see
that nothing much is lost because of the simplifying assumptions. On the contrary,
we obtain a simple and general framework that provides both a qualitative and a

quantitative explanation to why and when grasps are stable. I"*

3.3.2 Equilibrium and Stability Conditions

Potential Function of the Grasp

The potential function of the grasp is the sum of the potential functions from all
the n linear and angular springs:

U = E "- k,G2 ".'!2 1 -
k[ 1 (3.26)

The Taylor expansion of the potential function U of the grasp about its equilib-
rium configuration can be written in a matrix form as follows:

1 c - xrVU x H 0 x (3.27) -

where x s is the 6 1 spatial transpose of the displacement twist t. I is the

Hessian matrix of second order partial derivatives,.

. . . . . ... - . . .. , . . . . . . .- - . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . , . - , . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .... , , .
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Equilibrium and Force-Closure

A grasp is in equilibrium, if and only if the gradient of its potential function U is
zero. From equations (3.19) and (3.26), the equilibrium condition can he written in
a matrix form as follows:

VUX=0 En I k ,ak, - 0

k, a 10 (3.28)

k n  On

The first matrix is the configuration matrix S of the linear and angular springs. We
recognize the negative of the gradient as the sum of the contact wrenches acting on
the grasped object. They are the contact forces and torques from the linear and
angular springs.

If the grasp is force-closure, then the wrench convexes at the contacts span the
total space of wrenches. In other words, we can generate an arbitrary wrench on the
object from non-negative combination of the contact wrenches. So, we can generate
a zero wrench, or have an equilibrium grasp. Force-closure is a sufficient but not
a necessary condition for equibrium. To have an equilibrium grasp we just need
the zero wrench to be in the subspace generated by the contact wrenches, and this
subspace does not have to be total.

Finding the set of n contact wrenches is equivalent to solving a system of
six equations in n compressions, ai0,. .. ,a,,o, or in n contact forces and torques,
f11 ... 1 f,o, f,, = k,ac,. There is at least one free variable, which is the internal
force of the grasp. For good numerical accuracy, Gaussian elimination with both
row and column pivotings is used (Strang 1976, 1986). Generalized inverses, along
with some optimizations are used when there are redundant contacts (Ben-Israel
and Greville 1974, Rao 1980). The time complexity is O(n), because the number
of equations is fixed.

Corollary 3.6 If a grasp G, defined the set of n contacts at P1 ,. . . , Pn, is force-
closure, then the set of contact forces and torques for which grasp G is in equilibrium,
always exists and can be computed in O(n) time.

In general, the weight mg of the object is not negligible, and so must be balanced
by the contact wrenches. In this case, to have an equilibrium grasp, we need the
opposite of the weight to be in the subspace generated by the contact wrenches.
The weight mg adds a gravity term -mr t to the potential U of the grasp. arid
the result is the potential function of the grasped object. The first derivative of the
gravity term, with respect to the twist displacement i_ gives - rg, the opposite of
the weight. The second derivative is zero. So, the weight of the object only add a 0
bias force to the grasp, and does not affect. the stability of the grasp.

4-
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Stability and Six Independent Springs %

The stiffness matrix K is the Hessian matrix 11 X 0 of the potential function U
of the grasp about the equilibrium configuration. The stiffness matrix of the grasp
comes from the stiffness contributions of the I linear springs and of the t I angular

springs: For clarity, the stiffness matrix K is rewritten as the sum of two matrices:

K Ks K, (3.29)

The first matrix, denoted by Ks, depends only on the spatial vectors of the 1
linear and n - I angular springs:

,, ::T

T Ti
-k. ka1

ki k[ (pi ki)[ ... [-
(p, x k) ... (pxk) k (p x k,).T -

k,, '"kn k, _T k f  (p,'-'k,

(3.30)

The second matrix Kp has four 3 x 3 block matrices that are all zeros. except
the lower-right block, denoted by Kp6, which corresponds to the position of the

angular stiffness matrix:

- -(3.31)

The sign is for contacts without friction, and - for contacts with friction. The
potential of the grasp is conserved only if there is no slip in the presence of friction.
So, the assumptions are that the fingertips either slide on the faces when there is no
friction, or stick when there is friction. Slip in the presence of friction is discussed
qualitatively in the next chapter.

The matrix Kp 6 comes from the second order effect of the I linear springs, when ,- ,.
the object is rotated. Kpb is a 3 x 3 angular stiffness matrix which depends on the
tip positions and the contact forces of the I linear springs:

Kp, ( , f10 (P, k,)) I - pi ... pt (. " .
flo k ""''

(3.32)

The grasp is stable if the stiffness matrix K is positive definite. The matrix Ks is _
a product of three matrices. The first matrix, denoted by S. is a 6 .n matrix, whose

% .
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Constructing Stable Grasps

columns are the spatial vectors of the n linear and angular springs. The matrix
describes the spatial configurations of the springs in the grasp, and so is called th(.
configuration matrix of the virtual springs. The third matrix is ST. the transpo-

of the configuration matrix S. The matrix in the middle is an n - n diagonal matrix
K, with the n stiffness constants on its diagonal. Multiplying the matrix S with
the displacement x = is gives an n x 1 column of the n effective displacements at
the n linear and angular springs: S"x. When multiplying 5 ( r on the left with
xT , and on the right with x, we get a quadratic. (sTx)T K(STx), which is either
zero or positive, because the matrix K has only positive values on its diagonal. In

particular, this product is zero if and only if the displacement x = 0. or the matrix
S has dependent rows (Strang 1976, 1986). In other words, the stiffness matrix

SKST from the configurations of the springs is positive definite, if and only if the

set of n linear and angular springs has at least six springs whose spatial vectors are

independent of each other. 0

If the grasp is force-closure, then the set of contact wrenches span the whole 6-

dimensional space of wrenches. If these contact wrenches are generated by springs.
either virtual ' or real s, then the spatial vectors of these springs also span the
whole 6-dimensional space. This means that we have six springs with independent
spatial vectors.

There is another term, Kp, which is subtracted from, or added to the angular

stiffness matrix of the grasp. depending on whether there is friction at the point
contacts or not. However, if the contact forces of the 1 linear springs are small, then
Kp, will be small compared tv the angular stiffness matrix block in Ks. We can S

make the contact forces small by scaling down ' the set of compressions found from
equilibrium. This scaling factor can be computed in O(n) time.

In other words, with stiffness at the contacts, and with the compressions at the

springs small compared to the size of the object, a force-closure grasp implies a
positive definite stiffness matrix K, or a stable grasp. The set of n contact forces
and torques are found from solving for an equilibrium grasp, with a desired internal

grasp force. Equation (3.28). The n stiffness constants can be set to some positive
default stiffness value. The compressions at the springs are then deduced, and they
can be scaled down if necessary. The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 3.1. So. a
force-closure grasp with n virtual springs can be made stable in O(n) time.

Corollary 3.7 If a grasp G. defined the set of n contacts at P .  P,, is force-
closure, then the set of n utirtual springs for which grasp G is stable, always exists.
and can be computed in O(n) time.

-0
As in the planar case, the matrix Kp, can make the angular stiffness matrix

of an outside-in grasp negative definite when there is friction, and i:ore positive

'The stiffniess at the fingertip can come from the stiffness control oop . at the finger joints
Am example is a Foft rubber tip. modeled i three orthogonal linear spring<. ,111 ,ne angllr.

spring.

A iul, f thumb is to choose tOw (onipre,4)iis at the linear sprinvy t., be n,-il. of the size . *r

.f tI w .. ., , t rl, iz., I, an avcag, >iz,,*r diam te. r of t .t i - I,,n ,.1  ,h,., ..o"

-',,
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it, ,ther\\ se. For example, let's pick an outside-in grasp on aconvex object.
lot pr,:ducts p, -k, are positive, and they add up to a dominant diagonal

, ,< positive, or to large positive eigenvalues. The matrix Kp,. will dominate the
I,, r-right 3 , 3 angular stiffness matrix from SKST, if the linear compressions
C ,re much larger than the size of the object. Subtracting (resp. adding) this
((rITinating K,,, very likely will result in an angular stiffness block that is negative

h,,e (resp. more positive definite). The reverse is true for inside-out grasps. ,

We conclude that friction makes an outside-in (resp. inside-out) grasp less (resp.
. ,re) stable respective to rotations. The reverse is true for grasps without friction.

The -In-between" stability comes from the configurations and the stiffness constants
of the springs, and has stiffness matrix KS SKST.

Two Hard-Finger Contacts Versus Two Soft-Finger Contacts

Figure 3.10 shows two grasps GI, G 2, on a pair of parallel faces, that are identical
&xcept that the first grasp has hard-finger contacts, and the second, soft-finger
( ) tacts.

;rasp (;G has six linear springs, but only five are independent. In Section 2.4.3.
'e have seen that a grasp with 2 hard-fingei contacts cannot generate torquei"
tirallel to the segment joining the two points of contact. So. the free vector which

t. direction parallel to the segment PIP,, joining the two points of contact is not
ji , ie the subspace generated by the spatial vectors of the six linear springs. The S
i,,trix Ks SKS'T is positive semi-definite, and the grasp will not resist rotations
olf th object about segment PIP,. The stiffness Ks of the grasp shown is:

1 0 0 1 0 0 ki 1 0 0 0 0 -d
0 1 0 0 1 0 k2 0 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 k 3  0 0 1 d 0 01
0 0 d 0 0 -d k4 1 0 0 0 0 d
0 0 0 0 0 0 ks 0 -1 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 d 0 0 k6  0 0 1 -d 0 0

k 2  ks

k3 + k6
(k3 -.- k6 ) d-

0
(kl k4)d2 " 

2

(3.33)
The stiffness matrix of the grasp K has another submatrix, Kp,, which is sub-

tracted from its angular stiffness block. For the outside-in grasp in Figure 3.10. Kp.

The ,rilin i t aken to be inside the object
STt- h-et\',tii m i tiOnly qualitative and approximate There is no thlttviu .hih ( , l,,,t- -

th Ip- 1t I, 1111 l ,'11f- f a dff renc. 'f tw, p,,sittve dt-fitnite matrice,-

- ,
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Figure 3.10: Two hard-finger contacts versus two soft-finger contacts.
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is a diagonal matrix with positive values, except a zero at the slot which correspond-

to rotations about segment PIP 2:(100)
Kp,= 2fd 010

001
0 1 00

000 0 0 0 0 10
- d dd-d -d)d 0 1 0 0

000 0 0 0 0 0-1 0

0 0 0 1

02 d 0001

(3.34)
So, the grasp Gi cannot resist rotations about segment P1 P2 . The stiffness

matrix K has negative eigenvalues for the two rotations perpendicular to PP 2 , if
the virtual compressions, or the contact forces, at the fingertips are large. The
object is unstable, and tends to flip over This flipping behavior has been reported
by Cutkosky (1984, 1985).

A soft-finger contact has in addition an angular spring in the direction of the
linear spring normal to the surface of contact. Grasp G 2 has six linear springs
and two angular springs. The angular springs have free vectors with projections
in the direction PIP 2, and so are independent from the six linear springs. The
configuration matrix S of the springs has full rank, and the stiffness matrix Ks is
positive definite.

If the compressions at the linear springs are small compared to the length of "
segment P1P2 , then Kp 6 is small compared to the angular stiffness block from Ks.

IN; then grasp G 2 is stable. The larger the virtual compressions at the fingertips, the
larger is Kp6, and the less stable grasp G 2 is, with respect to rotations perpendicular-N"

to P1 P2 . The rotation about segment PIP 2 is unaffected, and is due only to the
presence of the two angular springs.

3.3.3 Compliance about Stable Equilibrium

The compliant behavior of the grasped object about its stable equilibrium is de-
scribed by the stiffness matrix of the grasp. We have seen that this stiffness matrix
is composed of two terms. The first term depends on the spatial configurations of

the springs, and the second term depends on whether the fingertips stick or slide
without friction on the faces of the grasped object. This section will explore the
prope-rties of the stiffness matrices K. Ks, and Kp . Ks is a good approximation

'in r,.ality, as the normal pressure at t lie points of (ont act is increased, we get largeer angular -
,tiffness, but this variation is not captured hy (ur sitple iolel ,f angtular spring.

• * % '% % ' -% % ,, % ..." -. ., .. ,. -. ," ...- .- .- .- -.., • ..- *. .- -. . -. .- -. .. ,. ,o 1.
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Constructing Stable Grasps ,1

. to the real stiffness matrix K when the compressions of the linear springs ar(. >riall
compared to the size of the object.

Stiffness Matrix of the Object

The matrix Ks SKST is symmetric. To see that Kr, is also symmetric, let's
rewrite it as:

Kp > i f o (p, .k,)) I ,' f,, (p, k1T) (3.35)

' The first term is a diagonal matrix. The second term is a smrnmetric matrix if the

contact forces have zero total moment about the origin:

,/ f,,, (p,fk )  _p x >P, Ef,, Pf, Z

EPfXz ZPtzfi, YP, f,

The off-diagcnal terms Mi. j in the above matrix are equal to their respective
transposed terms WMJ,i'. Their pairwise differences are equal to the moments of
the contact forces about the axes of the reference frame, which are all zero if the
grasp is in equilibrium with the I linear springs. For example,(M x, y(M _ - yr x)
is the moment of the contact forces of the I linear springs about the z-axis.

The stiffness matrix K of the grasp is the sum of two symmetric matrices, and
therefore is symmetric, Equation (3.29). This means that K has perpendicular

eigenvectors. If the grasp is stable, then the stiffness matrix K is positive definite,
and so the eigenvalues are all strictly positive.

The eigenvectors describe the spatial directions for which the restoring wrenches
*,w applied on the object by the fingers, are proportional to the displacement x,
which is the spatial transpose of the twist t of the object. The corresponding
eigenvalues describe the stiffness of the grasp along these spatial directions. The
grasped object will behave as though it has six independent springs attached to it.

The configuration of these springs is described by the eigenvectors, and the stiffness
by the corresponding eigenvalues:

V K is0[ ~KJ ( K.;) (3.36)

K,1, K,. K. are the 3 3 block matrices of the grasp stiffness matrix K. I will refer
to these block matrices as linear, angular, and cross matrices respectively.

One important special case is when the eigenvectors have only translational or
rotational parts. This case corresponds to a stiffness matrix K which is split into

two linear and angular 3 - 3 block matrices. K, i aitd K,. The grasped object has the
origin 0 as compliance center, and translations and rotations of the object aboul
origin 0 are resisted respec(tively by pure forces and pure torques fron11 Hi grasp.



- noh-r ,or i-. lit objectI lwhi e v, i ough it, has t hree linear spring, ari t

ar~gu ldr spriings, at Iached at its, ( otipliance center 0. 'Fil case wil II u (txplored
further in the niext ,ec ton,

From the springs at the ni contacts, we get a stiffness matrix of the griisp. and
* analyze it to find the eigenvalues arid eigenvectors, that IS. the spring-, attached
* to the grasped ohject. This is the analysis. or forward problerr. which Is sztraight-
* forward, and costs O(n) time. In robotics, we most often need to solve the reverse

pr )bimn, "filch is: from a desired stiffness matrix at the grasped object, find the
* ! alsprings at the contacts. First, let's do a counting argumnent to find the min-

* m~lrl~umr numrber of fingers that are needed. Then, we'll explore the reverse problem.
anid its ( omplexity. In solving the reverse problem. I assume the stiffness matrix of

the grasp is approximated by K,. "f ilch describes the first-order effect of the linear

arid angular springs.

A stiffness matrix is specified by its six eigenvalues, and issix eigenvectors.
*La( h cigenvector has six coordinates, so the six eigenvectors has thirty-six variables
*to speci fy. owever, not all thirty-six variables are independent. An eigenvector

Must ha\e unit magnitude. an(1 must be perpendicular to the other eigenvectors.

*Thiere are six constraint equations from the six norms, and fifteen others from the
- dot -prod uct of pairs of eigenvectors. S-o, a st iffrness mnatrix has twenty-one free

variables, six from the eigenvalues. and fifteen frorn the eigenvectors.

G;iven a desired stiffness matrix K at the grasped object. the springs at the
con!tur Is are approxirnatively comrputed from-r:

If the points of contact are fixed, for example. by a given force-closure grasp.
* theni the configurations of th( springs are fixed. Then, the unknowns can only be

thesctiffness con tartts k,. To solve for an arbitrary stiffness matrix K. there must
b tleast twventy-one independent Springs, that is, six soft-finger contacts. or seven

* hard-finger contacts, or twenty-one fric tionless point contacts.

Equation (3.37) can be rowritten as a system of twenty-one equations, If, with
the stiffnesses k, as unkno~ ns. The stiffness constants of the ri vrtual springs
c can be solved, using Gauslan elimination, or least square error methods in 0(rn)

triv. There is one constraint however: the stiffness values mIust be strict lv positive.

Opt imnizat ion ~ith (ioristrainl- mwst he used. (Rao 1980. tr rTng 1986).

!uce rtdi ticn.ne of noce".,arv finlger'-. ''~ must1 , Choose Itw patilal configulra-

tons of the spring-. or thei points of cont a( an~j t he ( on!tr:( :ior :mals F-or example.

f7TT 1 11 the ' d -I rE ffIT I A %N Cou i t(I the ige1t II Vl iT ( 'Id igC TI% Ctor T hIe
grLptg cac I Ir c,-e Iw I tat 1; 1)vt 1 irli. 11 IT c os t o rIevnted w It h
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the vige nector - t Iat" iax e ladrge elgenv-alIue> Thita Y inent I I( I(, I l WdI 1, 1

~tiffness miatrix of the grasp less dependent on frict on

A line vec tor h& as ix c oordlat es. b)] on ly four are freet -arlaf les So i fri Cwi!

point contact,. rntio(leld as a linear s pririg, h as fixe free variables. four fron 1he Pa1 irf

vector, and one fromn the stiffness cons'ant. A hard-finger contact, miodleed a, three

1% ~perpendic ular linear s-prings going through the samne contact point, has, eih free

%ariablv,, three froni he commnon poini of contact. twko from the oriertationi (F tfh.

The three linear >prings, and three fromn the three st iffriess con >t arlt>. A soft -fi ige'r

con tact, Modeled as a hard-fl nger contact plus an angular spring ab or the( nor ma]

*at the point contact, has nine free variables, one more than a hard-fi rgcr cwi*ii I for

*the angular stiffness constant. So. to s.olve for an arbitrary stiffness matrix K.
need at least five frictionless point contacts, or three hard-finger contact,,. or thiree,

* soft-finger contacts. This assumes that "~e can choose both the grasp) configuiration.I

and the stiffness constants of the springs.

* ('enter of Compliance of the Object

In general, the eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix K have both linear or angular

* ~parts.. and the cross mnatrix K, is non zero. From Equation (3.30] th ari

* describes the weighted dlyadic product of the Plucker vectors of the springs,. xx here

the weights are the stiffness constants. Since angular springs hav one of the Plliccr

*vectors zero, the cross matrix K), depends only on the linear springs:

K. 7' k, (k, (p, x k,)T)(kiz (p, x k,), k,. (p, x k,), k,. (p, k,),(.8
-~ kt k,~, (p. x k,), k,., (p, x k,),~ (p j

k,, (p, x k,). k,, (p, x k,), k,, (p, k,)2

The moment of the linear springs depends on the location of the origin. So, b\

changing the origin of the reference frame, we can get K. to be smallest. If K.
becomnes the zero matrix, the new origin is the center of compliance of the grasp.

The matrix K. has nine elements, of which eight are independent. The three

diagonial elements of K. adds up to a weighted sun of the dot products betw,,en

t he l'licker vectors of the springs, which is always zero because line, vectors have

perpendicular Plucker vectors. We have eight equations in the three coordinates of

l ie center cof compliance. So. a stable grasp with n independent springs (hoes riot

genevral k av a c-enter of compliance. I typically solxe for the lcarl square error

* ~corrilla ric center, an] this costs 0 (r) time.

Not all posi 1t lon, oft h.fe ccompi ance center are ceasible. Sirrilar (o the platiar (a-r

ic corIpilanccete muist be InSide a region. called the complianc pvndai

for w hich t here exi'Y t10on-tregat ive t iffnie-, const ants uch I that K. H ii /I ro 1 1 T,

T he I la r rIx of he dv a Ic p)r od 1 11n re It te v ri -he~ ai .c'1<
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Figure 3.11: Compliance polyhedron in a grasp with 2 hard-finger contacts,

and the analytic condition for the existence of a compliance center is a SN-TeT: W

nine homogeneous equations:

fl (pi x k,). k,

(p, xk,), k,0

in which eight equations are independent. The ,tlie,es

negative. The above equation depends en rhe r, -i mc p 1 .
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Constructing Stable Grasps 8

the two points of contact is always a valid locus for the compliance center. This
segment corresponds to two points of contact having proportional sets of springs.
The compliance polyhedron is in between the two points of contact for fingertips
covered by rubber. For two fingers with active stiffness control, we can orient
the lines of action of the linear springs at the two points of contact such that
the compliance polyhedron includes the desired compliance center. So, choosing a
compliance center is equivalent to orienting the compliance frames and choosing the
stiffnesses at the fingertips.

Not all positive definite or positive semi-definite stiffness matrices are feasible,
even with arbitrarily many fingers. We have seen that a stiffness matrix has twenty-
one free variables. We can count differently as follows: six free variables for the
diagonal, and fifteen others for the off-diagonal elements. However, the upper-right
block K,, has eight independent elements instead of nine. So, a feasible stiffness
matrix has only twenty free variables instead of twenty-one. The range of feasible
stiffness matrices is strictly included in the domain of positive stiffness matrices,

* because the physical contacts can not have arbitrary spatial vectors for their springs.

Corollary 3.8 The stiffness constants of the n virtual springs can be computed in
0(n) time, such that the grasp has approzimatively the desired stiffness matrix and
compliance center.

The linear springs of a two-point or three-point grasp are typically computed in
* about 0.4 seconds on a Symbolics machine.

% % %
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3.4 Conclusion
* .

3.4.1 Main Results

" We prove that all force-closure grasps can be made stable (Corollary 3.5, and
Corollary 3.7). The algorithm for constructing stable grasps is both simple
and efficient (Algorithm 3.1). It costs 0(n) time to synthesize a set of n virtual
springs such that a given force-closure grasp is stable, and has approximatively
some desired stiffness matrix.

* We show that the stiffness matrix K of the grasp has a matrix Ks which
depends on the spatial configuration of the virtual springs. The geometric
relation is simple, Ks = SKST, where the columns of S are the spatial
vectors describing the lines of action of the springs. Ks is positive definite if
and only if there are at least three (resp. six) virtual springs with independent
spatial vectors for 2D (resp. 3D) grasps.

The stiffness matrix Ks is positive definite if the grasp has at least two soft
finger contacts. This explains why we get stable grasps so easily, most of the
times by just closing two soft fingers onto the grasped object.

" We show that the stiffness matrix has also a position-dependent matrix Kp
which depends on whether the finger stick or slide on the straight edges (resp.

flat faces) of the object. Kp makes outside-in grasps more stable than inside- .'..

out grasps if the fingers slide without friction on the object. The reverse holds
if there is friction and the fingers stick. N

* We show that the compliance center of the grasp must be inside a region
delimited by the lines of action of the linear springs. So a placement of the
compliance center implies either a relative orientation of the linear springs, or
a placement of the points of contact, or both.

" We can choose the compliance center and the stiffness matrix of the grasp,
or in other words, choose the behavior of the grasped object about its stable
equilibrium. The object behaves as though it is attached to independent linear
and angular springs at its compliance center (Figure 3.3). The grasp is robust
to disturbances. If the object is accidentally displaced, there will be restoring
wrenches that will pull it back to its stable equilibrium. All this is done

automatically, fast, and without any extra effort from planning or execution.

3.4.2 Experiments

The synthesis of stable force-closure grasps proceeds in two steps: P,

o Given a set of grasping edges or faces. construct the independent regions of
contact, for which the grasp is always force closure.
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e Pick the mid points of the independent regions as the desired grasp points.
Synthesize the virtual springs at the desired grasp points such that the grasp
is stable, and has some desired stiffness matrix or compliance center. Least " ,
square error optimization is used when the stiffness matrix can not be achieved
exactly with the finite number of springs.

The grasp synthesis has been implemented for both 2D and 3D grasps. The code is .
written in Zeta Lisp, compiled and run on Symbolics Lisp machines. It takes about ..
1/10 seconds to construct a force closure grasp, and about 1/5 seconds to construct
the virtual springs.

The grasp configuration and the contact regions are then given to a path planner
which finds collision-free paths for the fingers. We assume that the fingers do not
have intersecting paths, so their paths can be planned independently from each
other. Each finger is a revolute arm, with configuration represented by its joint
angles. Using the Configuration Space method (Lozano-P6rez 1983, Donald 1984),
the finger is shrunk to a configuration point in joint space, while the grasped object
is grown into a configuration obstacle. A collision-free path for the finger becomes a
path for the configuration point which does not intersect the configuration obstacle.
The find-path problem is transformed into a search for a path between two initial
and final configurations. ,. *"'

The output of the high level planning is a sequence of commands such as (move-
fingers-to ... ), (grasp-at ... ), all in joint space. For good accuracy, the fingers are
position controlled during move-fingers-to commands, and the trajectory is gener-
ated by a simple joint interpolation between collision-free via points. The fingers
must be stiffness controlled to have the fingers comply between themselves dur-
ing the grasping operation, and to get the desired stiffness matrix at the grasped
object. We insert approach points just before the grasp points. The approach
points are places where the fingers switch from position control to stiffness control.
Figure 3.12.

Experiments have been performed with the Stanford /JPL hand. The hand has
three identical fingers; each finger has three joints pulled by a set of four tendons
(Salisbury 1982). The fingers are position controlled at their innermost loop. Force
and stiffness control are added at the outer loop, (Salisbury 1980. Salisbury and
Craig 1981, Chiu 1985), Figure 3.13.

First. grasps are executed with the fingers in position control mode. The stiffness
at the grasp points comes from the rubber covers of the fingertips, and from the
tendons. The grasps are very stable. Then the grasped object is pushed until the
fingers slip on the grasping faces. We verified that after the fingers slip, the grasped
object remain stable. We also verified that the impulses or short disturbance forces
tend to make marginally stable grasps more stable.

Next, the fingers are stiffness controlled during the closing of the fingers onto
the grasp points. We observe:

..................... . ....... .......-. , ..... o...... .,.,. ...
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fingers. More importantly, active stiffness allows us to abstract the complicated

behavior of the fingers by a set of idealized springs, then focus on the problem of

synthesizing grasps, not just analyzing grasps.

With the current three-finger hand, grasps are done best with a simple position

control of the fingers, (servo rate is 1000 hz). The stiffness that makes the grasp

stable and very compliant, does not come from active stiffness, but comes from the '...-

stiffness in the tendons and in the fingertips. It may be that this is also why human *..a

hands have passive stiffness built into the soft fingertips, into the tendons and the

muscles.

,'.
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Chapter 4

Grasping With Slip

4.1 How to Deal with Slip?

How should one deal with slip in grasping an object? Should one avoid slip, and
plan the grasp and the motion of the fingers such that no slip will occur? Although
difficult, such a plan is not impossible to find and execute. The contact forces must
always point into the friction cones at the points of contact. The fingers must be
position-controlled with high accuracy to the desired grasp points. Then, the fingers

must make contact with the object at the same time.

Many previous papers have shown that slip can be used as a flexible transducer,
whkh results in an automatic compliance of the object to the physical constraints
of its environment. Fine motions of the object can be planned with slip and active
compliance models such as springs or dampers (Lozano-Pirez, Mason and Taylor
1983, Erdmann 1984, Buckley 1986). Pushing operations with slip reorient the

J

'* grasped object between the grippers (Mason 1982, Brost 1986). An analysis of how
the fingers slide on the object during grasping is used to plan a twirling motion of
a bar between three fingers (Fearing 1984, 1986).

This chapter takes the view-point that slip is beneficial, as a compliant interface
between the desired grasp and the actual grasp. Slip is allowed during and after
the initial grasp. By looking at when slip occurs, it is possible to compute bounds
on the allowed displacement of the object, and so deduce the stiffness required for
the grasp. By looking at where the fingers slip to, it is possible to plan grasps

where the fingers are guaranteed to be inside the grasping edges. Next, we'll look

at how slip affects the force closure and stability properties of the grasp. It is easy
to plan grasps that are force-closure and stable as long as the fingers do not slip
beyond the grasping edges. Last, we explore the effect of curvature and slip on
the stabilitN of the object. The fingers slide not on straight edges, but on curved
segments approximated by circular arcs.

4..
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4.2 Analysis of Slip in 2D

4.2.1 When Do the Fingers Slip?

Figure 4.1 shows a compliant finger contacting a vertical edge. The contact is
modeled as a point contact with friction, and has two independent linear springs
attached to it. Each spring has a fixed line of action, and only counteracts displace-
ments along its line of action. The compression at the tip P of a linear spring k is
given by:

c = a, + (Rot (z,)p - p). k + d. k (4.1)

in which 0 is the rotation, and d = (x, y)T is the translation of the object. ' "

The angle 10 between the contact normal and contact force at point P is given
by:

tan - kt at (4.2)

where an, and at are the normal and tangential compressions, found from the above
equation by replacing k, respectively by the normal and tangential directions at P.

The fingertip sticks if the angle tk is between - 0 and 0, where tan 0 is the
coefficient of friction at the contact. We can find the variation of angle Vk as the "
object is rotated about a point on the contact normal, or translated along the normal

and tangential directions of the contact. For the simple case where the normal and
tangential stiffness constants are equal, the angle 4' varies as follows:

tan0(x) =

tan tP (y) = tan 0. + . Y (4.3)

Oto + IPIsinO
Oano + jpI (cos9-1

Figure 4.2 plots the graphs of tan 4, and shows the places where slip occurs as the
object is translated or rotated. The three graphs have respectively the shape of a

hyperbola, a straight line, and a tan curve. • "

The forward problem is to find when the fingers slip, which directly relates to how
much the grasped object is displaced. The reverse problem is to find conditions for
which the fingers do not slip. For example, given a grasp configuration, we compute

bounds on the maximum displacement of the object for which no slip will occur.
From the bounds on the disturbance forces, and from the allowed displacement of
the object, we deduce the order of magnitude of the stiffness matrix of the grasp,
and use it to scale the stiffness constants of all the virtual springs.

Corollary 4.1 Given a grasp and bounds on the disturbance force, the necessary
stiffness scale of the n virtual springs, for which the fingers u,ill not slip, can be
computed in 0(n) time.

.,'A

q ,.
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-41
kt

Figure 4.1: A fingertip modeled as two independent springs.

4.2.2 Where Will The Fingers Slip To?

We also need to find the direction towards which the fingers will slip, and calculate

bounds on the places where the fingers will stick at, after slipping. A fingertip can %

be seen as being pulled by a virtual spring with the following stiffness behavior:

f = K(po-p)

f. I 0I k,0
(0 / at

Figure 4.3 shows the regions where the fingertip will slip, stick, or loose contact.
The stick region is a cone with angle 20*. It is defined as the region of the fingertip
P where the contact force f, generated by the virtual spring, points into the friction
cone at the point of contact. The finger will slip towards the stick cone, and is
pulled towards its bias position p,, which is fixed not relative to the grasped object,

but relative to the base of the hand. When the object is displaced in the hand, the
finger will stick and move with the point of contact, until it reaches one of the edges
of the stick cone, then it slips.

The finger is guaranteed to stick inside the edge of contact, if the stick cone
cuts in the interior of the edge of contact. This condition can be satisfied by a
proper positioning of the bias position p,, and a proper ratio between the normal
and tangential stiffnesses. The finger will not loose contact with the object. if the

.5, . o . . . . '
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Figure 4.3: Stick and slip regions for the fingertip.
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normal compression a,, is always greater than the translational displacement of
the object along this normal direction. We assume that the displacement of the
object is finite, and small compared to the normal compression, and the length of
the contact edges.

Figure 4.4 shows two point contacts on a pair of parallel edges. Each point
contact is pulled by a virtual spring towards its own bias position. As long as the
stick cones intersect in the interior of the edges of contact, the fingers are guaranteed
to stick on the contact edges. Better yet, the virtual springs can be synthesized
such that the fingertips will stick inside the independent regions of contact. The
bias positions of the virtual springs are constrained by the the equilibrium grasp
condition, and so can only be scaled.

Corollary 4.2 Given a desired grasp, the scale of the n virtual compressions ao,
for which the fingers will stick inside the independent regions of contact, can be
computed in O(n) time. .

V.%
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4.3 Effect of Slip on Force-Closure and Stability
We have modeled the physics of many fingers grasping an object as many virtual
springs pressing on the object. In this idealized model, the slip between the finger-
tips and the object comes from two primary sources:

The spatial configurations of the virtual springs change and the object is fixed.
An example is Figure 4.4.a, where the two fingertips slip towards each other. 0
The lines of action the virtual springs change relative to each other.

The object translates and rotates in between the fingers, while the virtual
springs have fixed spatial configurations. An example is a grasp without
friction. The virtual springs at the fingertips have fixed lines of action. The
object slips between the fingers, as it is displaced from its stable equilibrium.

Let's assume that the initial grasp is force-closure and stable. We assume the
fingertips will not slip outside of the edges of contact. The final grasp is defined
by the set of grasp points where the fingers stick after they slip. The problem is to
find when the final grasp is force-closure and stable.

4.3.1 Grasps without Friction

Slip is always present in a frictionless grasp. If the finger tips slip relative to each -

other, we have in effect a grasp with a completely different set of grasp points. This a,

new grasp is force-closure if the grasp points are still inside the independent contact
regions. A conservative bound on the slip, allowed at the fingers, can be computed
based on the lengths of the independent contact regions. --

.4.

In a grasp without friction, the fingertips are controlled so that they behave as a.
linear springs with fixed lines of action. To a good approximation, we can assume
that the lines of action of these virtual springs are fixed. So, the major source of
slip comes from the translation and rotation of the object in between the fingers.

"-A pure translation of the object moves the points of contact, but leaves the
contact normals unchanged, Figure 4.5. The points of contact moves along the lines
of action of the linear springs, and these lines of action are unchanged. Force-closure
depends on the relative configuration of these lines of action, and so is unchanged
by a pure translation of the object. The grasp remains force-closure after arbitrary
translations of the grasped object, as long as the fingertips do not leave the grasping
edges. of course. An upper bound on the translation that preserves force-closure
can be found from the positions of the fingertips, and the lengths of the grasping
edges.

.A pure rotation of the object not only moves the points of contact, but also
rotates the contact normals, Figure 4.5. Each fingertip has a different effective 4

t

spring on the object, because its contact normal has changed. The effective ,lpring
has ' iffness scaled by cos 6,, and line of action going through the rnew contact point.

4IN

%0
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Figure 1.5: Effect of large displacements on a frictionless grasp.
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and oriented with the new contact normal. The new grasp has a new set of grasp%
points, and a new set of linear springs. The relative configuration of the linear .

springs is no longer preserved. We deduce whether the new grasp is force-closure or

not, by looking at the new grasp points. A conservative bound on the rotation is the
maximum rotation such that the new grasp points are always inside the independent

* contact regions.

With stiffness at the contacts, a force-closure grasp implies a stable grasp. The
compressions at the linear springs are assumed small compared to the size of the
object, therefore, the stiffness matrix K ;z Ks. The matrix Ks depends only on the
spatial configurations of the virtual springs. It is invariant with respect to arbitrary
translations, but changes drastically with large rotations of the object. Since the

stiffness matrix Ks is positive definite, an force-closure grasp is also a stable grasp,
Corollary 3.3. The potential function of the grasp has a local minimum at the
equilibrium grasp configuration. This local minimum is also a global minimum for
all translations of the object, due to the invariance of Ks respective to translations.

* This means that the equilibrium grasp configuration is globally stable for the set of
d contact edges, if we allow only translational errors, and very small rotational errors

(typically less than 10 degrees) of the grasped object.

Since there is no friction, the potential energy that is stored in the springs is
constant, and conserved. Gravity and other external wrenches displace the grasped
object. This displacement can be found from force and torque balance equations,

* or from the external work which is added to the potential function of the grasp.
As the external wrenches are removed, the grasped object returns to its old stable
equilibrium.

We see that translations of the object preserve the force-closure and stability
properties of the grasp, whereas rotations quickly destroy them. In the worst case.
we have to rely on the independent contact regions to guarantee that force-closure

and stability are preserved:

Corollary 4.3 Without friction, a force-closure grasp with n linear springs i's glob-
ally stable for arbitrary translations of the object, as long asthe fingertips are still

inside their respective grasping edges. The grasp is stable only for small rotations
of the object.

4.3.2 Grasps with Friction

We've seen that we can synthesize the virtual springs at the point contacts with

friction, such that the fingers. if they slip, will always stick within the edges of a

contact. These fingers are pulled. independently from each other, towards their own
bias positions. As the fingertip slips, the point of contact changes, and so either

or both the spatial configurations of the normal and tangential springs change. WVe
have shown that an equilibrium grasp with at least two point contacts with friction
is also a force-closure grasp, if the contact. forces point strictly inside thle frici ion
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cones. In other words, if the fingers stick and the equilibrium is not marginal, then
the grasp with friction is a force-closure grasp.

With stiffness at the contacts, a force-closure grasp implies a stable grasp, Corol-

lary 3.2. So, after the fingers slip, the grasp at the points where the fingers stick is

both force-closure and stable. To guarantee stability for rotations, the compressions
at the linear springs must be small compared to the size of the object.

Corollary 4.4 A planar grasp with friction is both force-closure and stable, as long
as the grasped object is in equilibrium, with contact forces from the virtual springs
pointing strictly inside their respective friction cones.

As the object slips, friction dissipates potential energy in the form of heat, and
the total potential energy of the object is less. The potential energy of the object is
the sum of the potential energy of the grasp, which is stored in the springs, and the
gravity potential from the height of the object in the gravity field. In Figure 4.4.a,
suppose the weight is perpendicular to the contact plane, and the fingers slips on the
object. due to some impulse force with negligible work. There is no external work
added into the system, and friction dissipates potential energy, so the new grasp
configuration must have a lower potential, and so is more stable. Disturbances
which are zero-integral impulses always slide the grasped object into a more stable
grasp. So, as long as the contact edges are long enough, slip and disturbances make
marginally stable grasp more stable. For the case of Figure 4.4.a. the two fingers
will slide towards each other, and the grasp has a lower potential. "-" S.

S. .~. ° -
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4.4 Slip on Circular Arcs .

Up to now, the grasped object has been modeled as a polygon, and slip and stabilitv
are studied with virtual springs contacting on straight edges. When the boundary
of the grasped object is curved instead of polygonal, the stability of the object is
greatly enhanced if the contacts slides inside concave arcs of the boundary (Hanafusa
and Asada 1977, Asada 1979). We'll see that the local curvature at the grasp points
does not affect the equilibrium of the grasp. But local curvature has a major effect
on the stability of the grasp. It adds another term Kc to the stiffness matrix Ks.j.
which comes from the spatial configurations of the virtual springs.

4.4.1 Model Local Curvatures with Wide Circular Arcs
.1.

Arcs with low curvature are approximated as straight edges. Arcs with high curva-
ture are approximated as vertices. Arcs with medium curvature ' are approximated
as circular arcs, with radius equal to the radius of curvature r at the point of contact. a,

can Depending on whether friction is significant or not, the stiffness at the 2D contact
can be modeled as one or two independent linear springs, Figure 4.6. A finger 'a.
contacting without friction at a convex corner is an extremely unstable contact. N
and should be avoided. A frictionless contact at a concave corner is a very stable
contact respective to lateral translations and rotations. The more interesting cases r
are when the fingers slip without friction on circular arcs with radi of curvature
comparable to the size of the grasped object.

Figure 4.7 shows a linear spring k, contacting a convex arc with radius r,. For
simplicity, the line of action of the spring k, originally goes through the center C,

-. of the convex arc. Let's also assume that the displacement of the object is small.
so that the point of contact P, remains on its circular arc.

As the object is displaced by twist t (b,,d 1,d)T, the point of contact P, p

-, moves to its new position P,', defined as the intersection of the displaced convex arc
(C ,'r,) and the fixed line of action of the linear spring k,. The compression at the
linear spring k, is:

a, = ,' + (c:-c,) k, ± 1 I(c' - c,) - ((c,' - c,) k,) k,

722
(1-)- -k t (c,(k,) 62

2r, - 2C,S,ddy - 2(c,, - AC,) d~b, - 2(c, - pS,) dV6,

(4.5)
,'.. where lk, (C,,S,,,,)T is the spatial vector describing the line of action of the "

linear spring k,. The sign is - (resp. ) for concave (resp. convex) arcs.

'A medium (urvafime i around I R. % liere R is the radius 4 1 lie imiinum circle (cit i ii t-l
vra:,ped obj(. I The ,ianieter 2R ha leeii ref.'rred as tlie sizti ,f t he )I. t

,.'p:
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Figure 4.6: Point contacts slipping on curved segments. .
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Figure 4.7: Model local curvature with a wide circular arc.

The above equation has first order term, a dot product between the spatial
vector of the spring lk,, and the twist displacement of the object i. The gradient
of potential function U of the grasp gives again the sum of the contact wrenches
exerted on the object. The second order term gives the stiffness matrix of the grasp
about the equilibrium configuration.

4.4.2 Effect of Local Curvature on Stability
Ile

The stiffness matrix of the grasp, and of the object, can be written as a sum of two
matrices:

K = Ks + Kc

Ks = (i'=, k, (k, '

0 0 0 (4.6)
Kc = E= fo 0 0 0

0 0 c,-k,( I- C2  -c.C, S, "..
1S 2  C" A'iS'c, -S" C , a,'' , c , -l,.

C' .

I' P I • . I
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Figure 4.8: Two frictionless point contacts pressing at two concave half-circles.

Ks, also written as SICST, is the stiffness matrix from the spatial configuration of
the virtual springs only. Kc- is a sum of the stiffness contributions from the circular
arcs (C,, r,). The sign is - (resp. -) for concave (resp. convex) arcs.

Figure 4.8 shows a frictionless grasp at two concavities. The finger contacts are
modeled as two linear springs with same stiffness constant k, and contact force f,.

The stiffness matrix from the spatial configurations of these two linear springs has
only the stiffness component along the common line of action of these springs:

(0 0'
K = 0 0 Ok 1 O00

0 00 0 (4.7) '".

=2k 0 0 00 0 0 "''-

The stiffness matrix Kc from frictionless slip within the two concavities of radius
r, and with two centers at (R,0) and (- R,0) is:

0)
(0 00 2o00 ,

Kc = 2f, 0 0 02 (4.8)
0 0 / 0 0

..

a. .- 5 -.. a- .5 . -

a. .a-,.
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Slipping inside the two concavities generates linear stiffness in the y-direction. and
angular stiffness about the z-direction. As expected, these stiffnesses are positive
for concave arcs and negative for convex arcs. The first term of Kc depends on the
location of the centers of curvature. The second term of Kc is inversely proportional
to the radius of curvature.

* As r - oc, the circular arcs become straight edges. A straight edge is the limit
of either a concave arc or a convex arc. Unfortunately, the limit of Kc. blows up
to -ac and -oc respectively for concave and convex arcs. The center of curvature
is not well defined for a straight edge. By taking the average of the two limits,
the terms in r and R drop out. After some reduction, the stiffness K(. has only a
positive angular stiffness equal to 2f,d, where d is the distance from the origin to
the right vertical edge. We recognize this stiffness as equal to the angular stiffness
from the two frictionless points of contact: E f., (p, k,). As expected, the limiting
contacts are two point contacts without friction sliding on straight edges.

* As r - 0, the circular arcs become corners. The second term in K- becomes

very large, and gives large negative (resp. positive) linear stiffness in the y-direction,

and angular stiffness about the z-direction, for convex (resp. concave) corners. The
grasp is therefore very stable for concave corners, and very unstable for convex

corners.

For small radius of curvature, the points of contact coincide with the centers of
curvatures. We can view a point of contact which does not slip as the limiting case
of either a convex or a concave arc with very small radius of curvature. The average
of the two limits is the first term of K(-. which is a negative angular stiffness 2fR.

We recognize this stiffness as equal to the angular stiffness from two point contacts
with friction: - . p,. k,). So, a point contact with friction is the iimiting case

of an arc with zero radius of curvature.

* Now, let's look at the case of wide circular arcs, whose radius of curvature is
comparable to the size of the object. The stiffness matrix K(. in equation 4.S can
be rewritten as:

0 0.

pC2k (4.9)
0 0 p.k

The grasp is stable (resp. unstable) for concave (resp. ( onvex) arcs, for y-

translations and z-rotations. The linear stiffness in the y-direc ion is:

k\' k, ,(1 101

- 'Ah ~rh ~''. r n ~ all he( ause n, r

The, drigular ltiffnes, Is similar to point conitacts AIth frep 'A itiowit frio t !..

t\( (j)I there Is~ it rwifltljpling lao tor (d I? r, Ahvii thec megrinewi of ((C!td( I . .. r
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Due to this factor R/r, local curvitures have a major impact on the stability of
grasps respective to rotations. The two models of point contacts with and without
friction turn out to be a very close approximation to slip on convex and concave
arcs. The difference between outside-in grasps and inside-out grasps is the sign%
of the dot-product (p, -ki). Grasps without friction on concave (resp. convex)
arcs more (resp. less) stable if the fingers grasp outside-in. The reverse holds for
inside-out grasps.

del
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4.5 Conclusion

The main results of this chapter are: C

- Virtual springs at the contacts can be synthesized such that the fingertips ar,
guaranteed to stick inside their respective grasping edges, after they slip. Typ-
ically, given the lengths of the grasping edges, and the expected disturbance
force, we compute the scales for the stiffness constants and the compressions of
the virtual springs. These scales are computable in linear time in the number
of contacts. ..

* Frictionless grasps remain force-closure and stable for arbitrarily large trans-
lations and for small rotations of the grasped object. Qualitatively, the object
will be pulled back to its stable equilibrium if it does not rotate drastically
due to the slipping between the fingers and the object.

S.1

* Grasps with friction remains force closure and stable, as long as the grasped
object is in equilibrium, with the contact forces pointing strictly inside their

respective friction cones. Qualitatively, if the fingers stick again on their
grasping edges, after they slip, then the new grasp is force closure and stable.

a Slip on circular arcs affects the stability of the object. The stiffness matrix
of the grasp is the sum of Ks and Ac. The stiffness matrix Ks comes from
the spatial configuration of the springs. The matrix Kc plays the role of the
position-dependent matrix Kp. It describes the effect of the fingers slipping
on the circular arcs. It is negative (resp. positive) for convex (resp. concave)
arcs.

* Point contacts which stick or slide without friction on straight edges are good
approximations to fingertips slipping respectively on convex and concave arcs. L

The above results extend from 2D to 3D. Future problems can be a full analysis
of slip on curved surfaces. It is interesting to enumerate all the simple cases where
a globally stable grasp exists. Then using these cases, one can address, at least in
part, the reverse problem of constructing grasps on curved objects.
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Chapter 5 -.o

.4-

Conclusion ;:..

5.1 A Review ;:

.4-

After all the equations and proofs, I want to conclude this thesis with the following"--
remark: "

Grasp synthesis is a simple geometric problem."

Constructing grasps is definitely a geometric problem, and one which is very .

simple for two point contacts with friction in 21, or two soft-finger contacts in 3D: :,

"Chapter 2 shows how to construct the independent regions of contact for the

two finger tips. These two independent regions are either back-to-back or .

face-to-face with each other. Force-closure is just a constraint on the relative ¢.

placement and orientation of these two contact regions. Remember that we -,

.

can only push on the object, not pull on it. This is basically why we need two .,
opposing fingers. )'

" Chapter 3 shows how to synthesize the virtual springs at the finger tips, so

that the grasp is stable and has a desired stiffness matrix. The key result here",'-

is a simple geometric relation between stability and stiffness on the grasped ":,

object and the spatial configurations of the virtual springs at the contacts. ".
Basically, the virtual springs must be along the stiffness directions of the

grasped object. :

" Chapter 4 looks at how slip and curvature affect the force-closure and stability Z

even accidental slip in grasps where we rely on friction between the fingers

and the grasped object. This supports another approach to planning grasps."'.,
which is to find places where the fingers will stick. s- eo tn

VA.

Htowever, one should not be content with simple working cases, guided by ei-

ther heuristics or intuitions based on what people do. The most important lesson

from this research is the value of a general and formal framework which results 
in

-:.:.
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insights, not discovered or proved by intuitions or heuristics. A lot of the results
and explanations reported in this thesis come directly from the formal framework.
not the other way around.

5.2 Open Problems

There are still a lot of open problems for future research:

a Grasps on curved objects. -- We have discussed why the independent regions
of contact are harder to construct, when the surface normal is not constant.
We have analyzed the effect of curvature on the stability of grasps in 2D. More
research is needed, especially on finding the independent regions of contact,
where the fingers stick and the grasp is force-closure. It is interesting to show
that such independent regions of contact can be constructed directly from the
shape of the object, and search as in (Hanafusa and Asada 1977, Asada 1979)
is not needed.

e Form-closure grasps. - Examples of form-closure grasps we have looked at
are: four frictionless point contact in 2D, and seven frictionless point contacts
in 3D. We have mainly looked at grasps which use the finger tip How about
grasps with frictionless edge and face contacts, or structural restraint from
many contacts on different links of a same finger? These grasps are called
form-closure grasps (Lakshminarayana 1978). Form-closure is a stronger con-
straint than force-closure. It might explain the power grasps found in humans,

"" (Cutkosky and Wright 1986). A general framework is needed to explain how
humans grasp objects .

iS

* Reorienting the object within the fingers. - We have showed that grasps can
be changed by a sequence of stable force-closure grasps. Large manipulations
can be done by devising a sequence of stable force-closure grasps which ro-
tates the object into the desired configuration. Fearing (1984, 1986) shows
the twirling of a bar between three fingers. This twirling is an example of
a sequence of stable force-closure grasps. Small manipulations are currently
done best by treating the object grasped by the fingers as a linked mecha-
nism, assuming no slipping at the contacts (Chiu 1985). These two forms of
manipulations can generate a wide range of motions for the grasped object.

'V|
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Appendix A

A.1 Force-Direction Closure With Planar Forces
The necessary and sufficient condition for a set of wrenches W to generate force
with arbitrary direction is:

Theorem A.1 A set of wrenches W can generate force in any direction if and only
if there exists a three-tuple of wrenches (*1 ,W2, * 3 ) whose respective force directions
f1 , f 2 , f 3 satisfy:

* Two of the three directions fl, f2, f3 are independent.

* There exist a, i,-y all greater than zero, such that:

af - 3f 2 + I f 3 = 0

That is, a strictly positive combination of the three directions is zero.

Proof: No reciprocal or repelling translational twist means the system of linear
inequalities described by: W-1

has no non-zero solution t - (0, d , dy)T
Since a translational twist is a free vector with zero angular displacement, we get -

a reduced syNstem of homogeneous linear inequalities in only two unknowns d.,dI
For such system to have no solution, we must need at least three inequalities, or W
must have at least three wrenches (Kuhn and Tucker 1956, Strang 1976). -

Without loss of generality, let's assume that 14' contains exactly one such three- -
tuple (*i,*.). After dropping out the angular terms. svstm (A.1) reduces
to:

fo f2 0 (Ao 2)n"t o

There is rio homogeneous solution if and only if the 3 K 2 matrix " T is of rank tinpg2. or if and only if two of the three force directions are non-parallel, Figure A.I. .: .

.A-'urming that there is no homogeneous solution, the rank of IV T is r = 2.
Ar\r par? icular solution must be a 1-face (Goldman and Tucker 1956) with a zero

110
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W%4
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.4- .44

Figure A.I: A geometrical view of force-direction closure. "'

product with one row of W rand strictly positive products with the remaining rows --

of WTr. In other words, the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a _-

particular solution is that the solution has a zero product with one row of VVr' and '"

two non-zero products having the same sign with the two remaining rows of WT. I
"'" Conversely, there is no particular solution if and only if all 1-face vectors per- ."

-. °. -. ".

"- pendlicular to one row ofWrhave products of different signs with the remaining %:

OWS of W . Concretely, let's solve for the nonexistence of repelling translational
displacement d reciprocal to the force direction fo: c lY" dfof f2n hr d e0 (A. 3) a

ih fh sut -hr w

0t, -z are both of the same sign and non-zero.

From the first equation of system (A.3), we solve for d l, d. in terms of fer

and replace them in the second and third equations to get an equation in terms of

the three force directions fj ,3. After simplifications, we get:"

(f2 X f3)fl + 0 f2 + " If3 /0 (A.4)

"4 The cross product of two 2-dimensional vectors is a scalar, which is the product
of the magnitudes of the two vectors, and the sin of the angle between these two

'In the case the two non-zero products are both negative, we can always negate the solution to

make the non-zero products positive.

,.

- X r€ ..,' .' ,% ° .% % % " ," 4% % °" . .". • . " % , .
%~4.

e % %j ,. .. g %J. . . *



112 The Synthesis of Stable Force-Closure Grasps

vectors.
By rotating the subscripts and coefficients, we get two other equations for the

non-existence of repelling translational twist which is respectively reciprocal to the
force direction f2, and f 3 .

a2 fl + (f3 X fl ) f2 + 12 f3  = 0 (A. 5) Z

a3 f + 0 3 f2 +- (fl X f2) f3  = 0 (A.6)
In the above equations, (A.4) (A.5) (A.6), the coefficients a,,,3, must have the same
sign within each equation.

Without loss of generality, let's assume that the force directions fl, f 2 , f 3 are or-
dered counter-clockwise, so that all the pairwise cross products are strictly greater
than zero. Since we have assumed that two of the three force directions are inde-
pendent, the third force direction can be uniquely expressed as a linear combination

* of the first two. This implies that the three equations (AA4), (A.5), and (A.6) all
express one unique linear combination, describing the constraint that the positive

* combination of the three force directions is null. We conclude that: assuming two
force directions are non parallel, there is no repelling translational twist if and only
if there exist a, -3 y all greater than zero, such that:

a fl + if 2 + -f 3  -0 (A.7)

UN
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A.2 Torque Closure With Planar Forces

The following theorem states the analytical necessary and sufficient condition for a .4-

set of contact forces to generate clockwise and counter-clockwise torques.

Theorem A.2 A set of planar forces W can generate clockwise and counter-
clockwise torques if and only if there exists a four-tuple of forces (VVI,*2.*3.@ 4),

such that:%,

" Three of the four forces have lines of action that do not intersect at a comnmon "
point or at i~nfinity.-"

" Let fl,•.. .,f4 be the force directions of *,.. ,V 4 . Let P12 (resp. P 34) be the
point where the lines of action of * 1 and *2 (resp. *v, and w4 ) intersect.
There exist a,f3,-y,6 all greater than zero, such that:

P34 P P12 (C ±(fl + 3 f2 )

T T(I f3 + 6f 4 )

Proof: (The proof is quite long and has the same flavor as the proof of Theo-
rem A.1. On first reading, the reader is advised to skip this proof and return to it
later.)

No rotational twist reciprocal or repelling to W means the system of linear
inequations described by:

wr jS > 0 (A.8)

has neither homogeneous nor particular solution. t = 6 6.r.)T is the in-
" finitesimal rotation.

We get a system of homogeneous linear inequations in three unknowns. For such
a system to have no solution, we need at least four inequations, or four wrenches.
Without loss of generality, we assume that W is exactly one such four-tuple of
wrenches.

There is no homogeneous solution if and only if the 4 x 3 matrix W T is of rank
3, or if and only if there is a 3 x 3 block from W T that has non zero determinant.
Assume that the first three rows form such block. The determinant is:

fIZ fit, PI X fldet(1, * 2 ,* 3 ) f2z f2, P2X f2 (A.9) t%

f3Z fy P3 X f3 :

By expanding the determinant along the third column, we get:

det (* ,,3) = (PI >' fl) (f2 X f3 )

+ (P2 X f 2) (f3 X fl) (A.1O)

P. (P'f3)(f f2 )

%%: • i -0
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P23l

*1 ,.

'-

T*.1

Figure A.2: A geometrical view of torque closure.

From the above equation, if the three lines of force are parallel with each other, then
the three cross products of the force directions are zero, and so is the determinant.
Let's assume that they are not all three parallel, and that the lines of action of

1 ,* 2 intersect at P12. We can choose P12 as the origin of our reference frame.
With this choice of origin, the moment components of the wrenches *1,*2 become
zero, and so the first two terms in right hand side of equation (A.10) drop out. The
determinant reduces to:

det (*1,*2,*',s) - ((Ps - P1) X f3 ) (f x f2) (A.ll)

The determinant can be zero if and only if the first cross-product in equa-
tion (A.11) is zero, or if and only if the line of force of *s also goes through p1.2
We conclude that there is no free rotation if and only if both the followings do not
hold:

9 The three lines of force intersect at a common point. In this case, the object
B can freely rotate about the z-axis going through this common point.

* The three lines of force are all parallel. This case corresponds to a free trans-
lation perpendicular to the direction of the three forces. We can think of this
translation as a rotation with point of rotation at infinity.

Assuming that the 4x3 matrix WT is of rank 3, there is no particular solution
to system (A.8) if and only if any 2-face vector orthogonal to two rows of W 7.

0.
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has products of different signs with the remaining rows of Lt)' soke for O w.'
non-existence of rotational twist, reciprocal to the first two wrenches w1.w.,, and
repelling to the two last wrenches w 3 ,w 4:

f lz f l P × fl [ r[ 0 1
f 2. f 2y P 2 X f 2 - r 0( .1 ). -

6:rzl I(A. 12)&~ f31 P 3 × f3 6
f4. f4, P4 f-

-Y(,, b0 are both of the same sign and non zero.

Without loss of generality, let's factor out 6,. Let P12, (resp. P3 4 ) be the point
where the lines of force of w],* 2 (resp. * 3 ,* 4 ) intersect. From the first two
equations, we solve for the point of rotation p:

1 (P f2) f, (PI f0 2) -.
(A. 13)

P12

The above equation makes sense: the point of free rotation is the point where W
the two lines of force intersect. Similarly, from the third and fourth equations of
system (A.12), we solve for the instantaneous center of rotation p:

-...
1-- f4 ) f3 - (P 3 f3) f4 ) ,

P 7 ho (-S f 3 - 60 f4 ) (A.)

-P34 -f3 6f)

Eliminating p from the two equations (A.13) (A.14), we find a constraint equa-

tion with the following form:

P12 - P34 ( 1 f 3  61 f4 ) (A.15)

where -16,1 have both the same sign and non zero.

By rotating the numbers 1,..4 and the coefficients o. b. we get the equa-
tion expressing the nonexistence of repelling rotational twist t s which is reciprocal

to the wrenches VV3,. 4 :

P34 P22 - (a1 f 1 31 f2) (A..16)

We also get four other equations for the other two pairings ((w.w:). (w, w,))
5% 

W%

and ((VV,.-*,), (A2 3)

P13 - P24 (32 f2 6-1 f4) (A.17 .

P24 - P13 - (a 2 fl ' f) (..18).

P14 - P23 (3 3 f" 19f1)



- . .,, -,.

1 16 "1'he Y, r heJ', of .';t dblc I orce- ('losire (r,,

P23 P14 (03 fl b3 f4 ) fA.20)

We use the fact that the points P1, P13 , P14 are on the same line of action of
wrench , etc ... to prove that the above six equations (A.15) (A.20) are satisfied
if and only if all the coefficients a.... 6, are of the same sign. We are able to prove
a stronger result which states that if one pair of equations like (A.15, A.16) holds.
with coefficients ol ..... 6 all of the same iign, then the other two pairs (A.17. A.IsJ
and (A.19. A.20) hold. and vice versa. See Lemma A.I.

With LIemma A.1, we conclude that there is no rotational twist repelling to It if
alid onlk if an, of the 3 pairs of equations (A. 15, A. 16). (A. 17. A.18). (A. 19. A.20)
hold. N amely, if and only if there exists a pairing such as Vwl 2 ), (VA. W4 ) With

a, 3.,, 6 all greater than zero. such that:

h bf 4 )

P)articular cases arise when the pairing ((*',w 2 ),(w'a,w4)) has wv parallel to
w2 , or w, parallel to w,. We can avoid handling these particular cases by consider-
ing another pairing like ((q',,w3),( 'V. - 4),or (('i.1 ) (' 4,),(,. 3)). If we assume
that the four forces in IV span the spa(e of all force directions, then we never get
three forces that are parallel with each other. So there is always at least two pair-
ings that work to prove the nonexistence of rotational twists repelling to It' if the.
grasp has torque closure. M

To complete the discussion of this section. we state and prove Lemma A.1 which
allows us to consider only one pairing instead of all three possible pairinlgs:

Lemma A.1 Let four lines with directions fl , f2 . f, fintersect pairuise at ,z pot "t'

P1, 2 , P34.
P34 P12 (a, f- 31 f2 )

Y f- f4 )

P24 P 13 r ( 2 f I 2 f)(A.22)

- (3 2 f2  62 f.)4

P23 P14 (a 3 fl 63 4

(3 3 f2  -"3 f3 )

The above 6 equations all have Greek coefficient., with the same ,iyl 1 w'thirl earh
equation (not ncce.,sarily across all ,,tr equations) if and only if o .1, all hare
the same sign for either 1 I, or ., or S.

Proof: Let's asufne that w'c have the first tx,) equat ions:

P34 (P2I f] 11 f2 )

Sf., I f )

• " ", " ' ' " ." ". " " ." , ," ." * " ." ". • " " ° ". . - ." ". .- .' .- .' . . - . " "- " - ." .- S,
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with na1 0, J 0. and -)I6b > 0. We'll prove that the four coefficients o I, J1 . -1 .t
are all greater than zero, that is, we have the scenario illustrated in Figure 7. WO,
compute the intersection points P23 and P14:

P23 - P12 -IXffA2 "X'3

= P34- - - f3 %,

(A.24)
P14= P12 f,

= P34 + f4

'Nhere 1 P34 P)2. Next, we compute the expression for P23 - P14:

P2- P14 ^ -fX f + 6 f f2
P--f(A.25)

f X fX f1

Expressing P23 - P 14 in terms of linear combination of (f2,f3 ) is difficult. Instead
of proving that there exist 33,1t non zero and of the same sign such that:

P23 - P14 = 133 f2 + 1 3 f3

we prove the equivalent: the vector P23 P14 has opposite sign cross-products with
the vectors f2 ,f3 , i.e:

((P23 P14) f2) ((P23- P14) X f) < 0

From equations (A.25), we get:

((P 2 P14) f2 ) ((P23 -P14) f3) -iyl (f f2)2 (f3  f4) A26)

Ve deduce that the necessary and sufficient condition for the two last equations
of (A.22) to hold is that /3 be of the same sign with -1t. We extrapolate this partial
proof and argue that: ,..

->, The fact that the six equations of (A.22) hold implies that o,.... 6, all

have the same sign for i - 1, or 2, or 3. We have proved this implication for

1 using Equation (A.26). Similar proofs exist for i 2 ani 3.

• From Equation (A.26), if al, 6 all have the same sign Itlen ,

P23 P-4 2" _f 3

with 33-1-3 0. Equations similar to (A.26) 3llow us to deduce that all the i'"
equations in (A.22) must hold.

" ' '" ",:-;"i'" ''L , ,-- ,. . . . ......... ...
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A.3 Stiffness Matrix When the Fingertips Stick

Figure A.3 shoAs a finger F, contacting %%ith frict Ion at point I, \P, a%% , oi r! . , .
there is no dissip.ti o of potential energy in grasp. soi the- poirt of writ a ,

onstant As the object is displaced b .'-y. 9) the point P, is mapped int, )tb , t t. ,
position P,' gien by

P"0 p .

\When Ihe grasped object is moved away by (x. y. 9) from its equilibrium. l. I lr , hei
ear spring k, is compressed by an amount equal to the projection of he displacermint-
P,P' onto the line of action of spring k,:

r,(. .,8) c,, ,. (p: p,) k

0, ((CO I)p,, S.pv x X) C, (A 28)
(SOp, - (CO 1)p,J ,) S'

The first partial derivatives of the compression a, give the spatial vector of the
,pring k,. The equilibrium equation is exactly the same as Equation (3.1U The
secord partial derivatives are the same. except d'a, o9". which has a sigT.

b b . : p s k , A 2,( ) - .

The 'tiffness matrix of the grasp is the same as in Equation (3.8). except that theo
angular stiffne- in K, has a sign:

Kp - f,(p, k,) 0 0 0 (A 30)
, ~ 00 1 -

Kp therefore depends on whether the finger tips stick, or slide without fric!ion
on the grasping edge, and on whether the grasp is inside out or outside in. The

general expression of the position-dependent matrix Ki is:

P - 3_ . (p, k,) 0 0 0 (A.31)
, 000 1

The sign is (resp ) if the fingers slide (resp. stick) on the grasping edges of the
obje( 1.

.............

-.. %.
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Figure A.3 A fingertip which sticks is modeled by two linear springs
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